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The Global Analyst
Celebrates its 1st Anniversary
Dear Reader,
As we celebrate the first anniversary of The Global ANALYST, it’s quite natural to get nostalgic. It
was about a little over a year that we decided to launch a business monthly that brings powerful
insights from the world of businesses, with a greater focus on finance, and which also offers sharp
analysis of developments which could have an impact on the globe economy. It’s also been our
endeavor to cover off-beat and innovative topics in business, finance and economics from around
the globe, and with futuristic insights from experts from the respective fields. And we’ve stuck
to that focus since the very beginning. Further, we would especially like to mention the Start-up
Xpress feature that we introduced some time back and which has been received very well by our
readers.
The growing number of start-ups is a sign that the start-up eco-culture is slowly but surely taking
roots in the country, and it’s a very healthy and encouraging sign for the economy, and also from
the job market perspective. We hope that the policymakers, financial institutions, private equity/
VC players, etc., should all work towards creating a robust start-up eco-system in the country.
Moving on, we, on behalf of the entire team of The Global ANALYST, feel highly obliged to all our
subscribers, distributors and other channel partners, and also our well-wishers who lent their kind
support and offered valuable guidance to us when many said that print media is the toughest
business to get in. However, we chose to go by our gut feel and conviction in the power of
print, firmly believing in the fact that technology should be seen more as the one that creates
opportunities, rather than viewing it as a challenge or a threat, and that it is only going to
complement the print media well.
We also drew inspiration from the fact that there are a number of old brick-and-mortar businesses
which have not only survived the technology onslaught but have also thrived using the same to their
fullest advantage. Towards this, we have already launched our website, www.theglobalanalyst.co,
where you, as a subscriber, can not only view and download the latest issue of the magazine,
but also access the previous issues. We would be happy to receive your valuable feedback and
suggestions as to how it can be made more user-friendly. We also take this opportunity to thank
our advertisers for showing confidence in us and supporting us throughout. We would like to
thank SBH, Andhra Bank, TMB, CUB, Indian Overseas Bank, The ICFAI Group, RISHI UBR Group of
Institutions, Indur Institute of Engineering & Technology among others. Last but not the least, we
would also like to express our sincere gratitude to our Advisory Board comprising of some of the
finest talents from businesses and academia from across the globe without whose support we
could not have achieved what we’ve achieved today.
We look forward to continuing to serve you better and deliver the best of analysis and insights
from the field of businesses and economics from across the globe. We would also appreciate your
suggestions as to how further we can improve the content mix of the magazine.
We, at The Global ANALYST, eagerly look forward to your valuable feedback and continued support.
Thank you.
Happy reading,
Amit Singh Sisodiya & N Janardhan Rao
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have bolstered the rupee, which
had earlier crashed to nearly Rs.70
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18 years since 1995. The recent run-up in stocks raises
expectations of a sustained bull run. However, a slew of
headwinds – from a stubborn inflation to high deficits, rising
leverage on corporate balance sheets to threat of earnings
downgrade among others - could play spoilsport.
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LEADER SPEAK

Quote Unquote
Inflation is high and household financial saving is lower than desirable. As the inflationary consequences of exchange rate depreciation and hitherto suppressed inflation play
out, they will offset some of the disinflationary effects of a better harvest and the negative output gap. - Raghuram Rajan, Governor, Reserve Bank of India

We will see the end result as long as we get our governance right, and policy clarity, and
address those aspects which have gotten our infrastructure industry into a rut. Once we
get them off the ground, we will be back where we ought to be.
- KV Kamath, Chairman, ICICI Bank

I regret that there was a period in the early 2000s when we were so focused on what we
had to do around Windows that we weren’t able to redeploy talent to the new device
called the phone. - Steve Ballmer, Microsoft outgoing CEO

We understand that the RBI needs to strike a balance between inflation, currency and
growth – which is a extremely difficult. Industry would have liked reduction in headline
rates. The reduction in MSF by 75 bps is encouraging as this is working as the short term
interest rate. - Chandrajit Banerjee, Director General, CII

The action plan stated by RBI Governor entails undertaking steps to improve financial
inclusion, banking infrastructure, along with some measures aimed at strengthening the
rupee are indeed encouraging and reflect his profound knowledge and understanding
of the most pressing issues. - Naina Lal Kidwai, President, FICCI

Our fundamental strength for the next decades is the talent that we have. Huge working
population will make critical contributions in various sectors. While India’s short term
concern is devaluation of rupee, slowing economic growth is a key concern for the long
term. - N Chandrasekaran, CEO, Tata Consultancy Services
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E-commerce bigger in China than US
Compared with their U.S. peers
like Amazon, Suning vs. Walmart,
the Chinese leading e-commerce
players - Taobao versus eBay, JD.com versus have
a much shorter history. But, they will take a bigger
e-commerce share from the overall retail space
soon. Unlike in the US, most smaller cities in China
have not been penetrated by organized retailers or
consumer brands yet.
This offers an opportunity for e-commerce to
become the mainstream retail format for these
cities. Another reason is that the cost of commercial
property in China went up significantly in the
last decade. Thus, consumer brands and retail
merchants are more encouraged to migrate
online while in the US, offline to online migration
is mainly driven by labor cost and efficiency
request. If not in 2013, no later than 2014, China's
e-commerce will have a bigger gross merchandise
volume than in the US.

Most Dynamic Economies
According to Grant
Thornton’s 2013 Global
Dynamism Index (GDI)
of 50 countries, the U.S. slipped from No. 10 last
year, to No. 11 in 2013. Even worse, its score for
indicators such as financing and labor markets
dropped from a combined 64.1 in 2012 to 60.5 while
Japanese (15) and the South Koreans (13) in 2013.
It also crushes the UK, which is ranked 34 overall
with a score of 51.5 out of a perfect 100. The ranks
are assigned based on performance in five key
areas – business operating environment, economics
& growth, science & technology, labor & human
capital and the lending environment.
Grant Thornton’s index offers insights into which
of the 50 countries analyzed provides the best
environment for business growth.
The U.S. has slipped. But it’s not alone. Only a few
countries have jumped up the charts, and one of
the biggest jumpers is China. They made it into the
top 10 this year after being ranked No. 17 in 2012.
The improvement in China is largely driven by its
science & technology ranking, where it climbed 8
places to rank 14 on the back of strong information
technology companies and spending on R&D.

The emerging trends from this year’s index - Asia is
a powerhouse for business growth. And despite the
Nordic countries sliding, government policies there
make it one of the best places in the world to grow
a business.
For China, the business operating environment
and financing were both ranked terrible, near the
bottom of the heap. But nothing beats the Chinese
labor market. Not only is it inexpensive, but on
the East Coast in particular, they’re highly skilled
too. Moreover, when it comes to the macro outlook
there, China is No. 2 for overall business growth.

Top three investment destinations
According to the RBI’s latest report, Punjab
emerged as the top three investment destinations
in India during 2012-13. Punjab finished ahead of
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Bihar and
West Bengal, to be one of the three most attractive
investment destinations in the country, according
to the figures released by the Reserve Bank of India.
Orissa and Maharashtra finished number one and
two, respectively.

Top 10 Android Business Applications
Android technology is a
computing platform owned
by Google. It has become a
popular choice for Internet
entertainment devices and
more. It powers hundreds of millions of mobile
devices in more than 190 countries - powerful,
differentiated applications that use the latest mobile
technologies. With endless possibilities, today it
runs mobile phones and tablets, tomorrow it might
run our world. If there is one unifying factor among
the Android and iOS platforms, let it be business.
However, the Android platform is still able to tip
the scales in its favor, thanks to Adobe Flash, MS
Office compatible platforms, and a few extras.
The top 10 business applications that to help you
become the mogul of your dreams are:

Adobe Flash
This is the key to business presentations and
embedded videos thriving on the Android platform.

Android Office
No additional licensing, ads, hidden fees, or upsells
to be found on this office platform. Read and edit
The Global Analyst | OCTOBER 2013
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all your MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Text, office
XML, and CSV files on a straightforward user
interface for maximum productivity on the go.

Boomerang
This email app extension for Android is fully
integrated with Gmail and Google Apps accounts.

DW Contacts
Manage both your contacts and phone functions
with the in-call widget to write and view notes
about your call, filter contacts based on groups,
configure the entire aesthetic layout, and search
contacts based on attributes.

Expense Manager
Manage all the expenses of your accounts, clients,
or business directly on your smartphone. The
platform boasts an ad-free experience, and you can
tap extensive capabilities that allow you to manage
monthly overheads, record expenses, and set
monthly limits.

Jiffy
Jiffy, the time tracker app, was conceived, designed,
and developed for people who need to master their
time schedules. Operating similarly to a stopwatch,
you can stay on top of clients, projects, days, formal
projects, tasks, or repeated jobs.

MD Scanner
This is the app to have if you have no access to
your office scanner and need a digital copy of your
handwritten notes, meeting notes, or itinerary
immediately. Simply snap a photo of whatever
you need, and you have a PDF file for uploading,
emailing, or printing instantly.

Mobile Biz Pro
Designed for small businesses, Mobile Biz Pro can
create PDF estimates, remind you to send billing
orders, send payment receipts, and track your
inventory.

OfficeSuite Pro 7
Currently installed on over 100 million devices in
more than 205 countries, OfficeSuite Pro 7 lets you
view, create, edit, print, and share MS Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint files on the go. It includes a file
browser, full HD viewing, and is fully integrated
with cloud services like DropBox and Google Drive.
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Olive Office Premium
This app accomplishes the same basic function of
the aforementioned office apps, but it is totally free
and operates on a simplified platform. It also offers
language support for English, French, Korean,
Chinese, Japanese, and German, and will not sap
your device’s RAM.

Most Irritating Jargon Phrases
Bernard Marr, the bestselling author and enterprise
performance expert describes
top 30 irritating jargon phrases
used at work. He reckons every
office or workplace has one of
those people that are just full
of jargon-ridden management
drivel. According to Bernard "Before going forward
we have to touch base and reach out to our key
stakeholders so that we can drill down into the key
issues that are not yet on our radar and catch the
low-hanging fruits..."
Are you surrounded by people who annoyingly
can’t get enough of the management gobbledygook
and who utter one jargon buzzword after another?
Are your meetings buzzing with so much
management lingo that you find it hard to get to the
real meaning of what is being said?
Below are the top 30 most irritating and overused
phrases we hear at work. These are Bernard’s top 30
most irritating jargon phrases used at work: Do you
agree? Check this list…
1. Going forward

16. Touch points

2. Drill-down

17. Keep your eye on ball

3. End of play

18. Back to drawing board

4. Touch base

19. Get the ball rolling

5. It's on my radar

20. Bang for your buck

6. No brainer

21. Close the deal

7. Best of breed

22. When rubber hits road

8. Low hanging fruit

23. Shift paradigm

9. Reach out

24. Move the needle

10. Dive deeper

25. Game-changing

11. Think outside the box

26. Move the goal post

12. Positive momentum

27. Value added

13. On my plate

28. Win-win

14. At the end of the day

29. Across the piece

15. Run the numbers

30. All hands on deck

The Global Analyst | OCTOBER 2013
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Balanced ANALYST: There was a felt need for an Indian Business Magazine which would look at issues in the Indian context without ignoring the developments in the international arena. The market-led economic and business magazines, with
the exception of two or three like Economic and Political Weekly, have their constituency interests to protect and there are
pre-laid contours for those who express their views in such magazines. The Global ANALYST (TGA), an effort by young
professionals came in, to fill in the growing space for independent analysis and review, left practically unoccupied. The one
year that has gone by has seen the growth of TGA in the value of its content and elegance of presentation. Congratulations,
Team TGA on the occasion of first Anniversary! Many many happy returns of the day!
M G WARRIER, Former GM, Reserve Bank of India, Mumbai.
I congratulate and compliment The Global ANALYST team for publishing its anniversary issue. In a short period of time,
the magazine has marched ahead substantially and created a niche for itself not only in Corporate Sector but in Banking
Sectors, Credit Rating Agencies, Analysts and Student. The Topics and themes are current to give the readers a holistic
and global view on each story. Having been associated with the Magazine since inception, it gives us immense pride and
pleasure to count on the success story of TGA. I wish the magazine all the success.
Sanjay Banka, Chief Financial Officer, Landmark Group, Saudi Arabia.
The Global ANALYST with its insightful analysis of business and finance comes across as a refreshingly different magazine.
Sudip Bandyopadhyay, Managing Director and CEO, Destimoney Securities, Mumbai.
The Global ANALYST is one of the very few professional magazines that I have gone through in recent times, which deals
with issues of long term implications for the entire business ecosystem of India. It avoids publishing stories which are
sensational and lead to short term commercial success for the magazine. One of Its major objectives is to provide inputs
and experiential learning points from senior professionals. Hence it is a magazine for professionals where contributions are
from professionals from various fields of industry, trade and commerce and not from journalists dealing with stories only.
Paritosh Basu, Former Group Controller, Essar Group, Mumbai.
The Global ANALYST touches upon contemporary issues impacting Financial Services sectors in a contrarian way. The
quality of print material is also commendable.
Robin Roy, Associate Director - Financial Services, PricewaterhouseCoopers (Pwc).
I’ve found The Global ANALYST to be informative and interesting and am proud that the publishers have allowed me to
contribute to the publication from time to time.			
Rob Enderle, Principal Analyst, Enderle Group, US.
The Global ANALYST is one of the few business & finance led publications with analytics at its core.
Sanjay Gaggar, Founder Partner & CEO, ixCFO Shared Services.
I have known ‘The Analyst’ since 2003 when I joined ICFAI CFA and have always looked up to the magazine for its content
and presentation. I am extremely glad that the new team at ‘The Global Analyst’ is committed to taking forward the
magazine in an improvised form and shape and am equally happy to be contributing to the magazine. I wish the team at
TGA good luck for the success of the magazine.
Hyma Goparaju, Managing Director, Indigen Technologies Pvt Ltd.
As a regular subscriber of The Global ANALYST, I have found useful articles in every issue from the beginning. I like the
variety in the subject matter and the depth at which most articles explore. The USP of the TGA is its ability to attract the best
finance practicing professionals. I am sure the magazine will keep the quality and usefulness of the articles at a consistently high level. My best wishes to TGA team on reaching first anniversary. Jitendra Sangawar, ACSM Officer, DPH&FW,
Government of AP.
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HARVESTING
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

KEY TO
SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVENESS
“Unless and until we are focused on planting seeds and nurturing the crop of
intellectual capital, we will never be able to sustainably remain competitive in the global
marketplace,” says Andrew J. Sherman, a highly acclaimed author, who is an international
authority on the legal and strategic issues affecting small and growing companies and also
an Adjunct Professor in the MBA programs at the University of Maryland and Georgetown
University, where he has taught courses on business growth, capital formation and
entrepreneurship for over 23 years and won numerous teaching awards at both schools.

Andrew J. Sherman

In this article written exclusively for
The Global ANALYST, Andrew J.
Sherman, Partner in the Washington,
D.C. office of Jones Day - reckons why
today’s CEOs and leadership teams
must be committed (and have the
skill sets) to build an organization
focused on the farming of intellectual
assets to uncover hidden revenue
opportunities that will make their
way to a profitable marketplace in
nontraditional channels. Managing
the company as an intangible asset
farm means that strategic plans
will need to be rewritten, mission
and values restated, organization
charts reexamined, and budgeting
and resource allocation decisions
revamped. In short, he avers,
company leaders must be committed
to reforming and transforming their
companies in the ways that IBM,
3M, Google, and Apple retooled
their business models and strategic
priorities to drive shareholder value
by harvesting intellectual property.
The Global Analyst | OCTOBER 2013
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Harvesting Intangible Assets

I

n my recently published book,
“Harvesting Intangible Assets”,
I begin with the observation
that we began as an agrarian
economy, evolved to an industrial
economy and then shifted to an
information-based
economy,
but in many ways, we are still
agrarians. Our new crops are
knowledge, systems, channels,
processes, know-how, brands,
relationships and intellectual
property and we must care for
these resources and drivers of
shareholder value in the same
way that our farming ancestors
tended to their fields.

“There would be no advantage to be gained by sowing a field
of wheat if the harvest did not return more than was sown.”
- Napolean Hill

In order to grow in a slow
economy
and
a
resourceconstrained environment, global
entrepreneurs as well as leaders
of more established companies in
India and around the world need
to deploy capital-efficient growth
strategies to drive shareholder
value. Trillions of dollars worth
of unharnessed intangible assets
are sitting on the vines of Fortune
1000
companies,
emerging
growth businesses, universities,
government labs and even nonprofits and they must be harvested
on a timely basis and brought
to the marketplace or they will
rot and go to waste. We are not
operating in an economy where
valuable assets can be discarded
just because leaders are distracted
or a commitment to protect,
preserve and grow shareholder
value is being ignored. And if
larger companies are not going
to properly harvest these assets,
then entrepreneurs should be able
to cut research and development
costs and “license-in” these
valuable intangibles to drive new
capital-efficient opportunities.

Why has it taken leaders of
companies, government and
universities in India and so
many other countries so long to
find systems to properly harvest
intangibles or recognize the many
opportunities that sit just below
the strategic surface? Why do so
few have effective intellectual
asset management (IAM) systems,
internal incubators, meaningful
R&D
budgets,
authorized
skunkworks
operations,
corporate venture capital, or
customer-driven
innovation
systems? How can we possibly
remain competitive in a global
marketplace if we allocate so little
time, so few resources, and such
lo`Hw priority to uncovering
and fostering innovation and
creativity? How long can the
significant gaps and disconnects
between the universities and
government laboratories that are
investing time in R&D and the
larger and smaller companies
that have the knowledge and
resources to bring products
and services to the marketplace
continue to exist as billions in
research remain underutilized
each year? When do we stop
talking about the problem and

Companies of all sizes and
in all industries across India
and around the world are
12
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currently “asleep at the switch”
in
cultivating,
managing,
and harvesting these critical
intangible assets to the detriment
of shareholder value and in
clear violation of their fiduciary
obligations to shareholders, as
well as to employees, customers,
and society overall at a time when
our global economy cannot afford
for valuable intellectual asset crops
to go waste or rot on the vine.

begin solving it? How do we build
better communication channels
and brands linking sources of
capital, sources of innovation, and
sources of knowledge in business
and market building?
At the organizational and
institutional level, how can
we better train leaders and
managers to more effectively
harvest their intangible assets
to uncover new opportunities
and drive strategies to maximize
shareholder value? How do we
avoid the waste of critical R&D
assets when leadership, priorities,
or markets shift? How can we
encourage company executives
and board members to recognize
opportunities that sit right in front
of them that they just can’t seem
to see because they are blinded by
short-term fire-fighting priorities
and quarter-to-quarter strategic
thinking? How do we better
foster and reward innovation and
creativity internally and externally
at all levels in the company?

Harvesting Intangible Assets:
What it Takes?
Harvesting Intangible Assets
brings us back to our agrarian
roots, but today’s crop is
intellectual capital. What is old is
new and effective again. Today’s
CEO and leadership teams must
be committed (and have the skill
sets) to build an organization
focused on the farming of
intellectual assets to uncover
hidden revenue opportunities that
will make their way to a profitable
marketplace in nontraditional
channels. Managing the company
as an intangible asset farm means

Harvesting Intangible Assets

that strategic plans will need to
be rewritten, mission and values
restated, organization charts
reexamined, and budgeting and
resource allocation decisions
revamped. In short, company
leaders must be committed to
reforming
and
transforming
their companies in the ways that
IBM, 3M, Google, and Apple
retooled their business models
and strategic priorities to drive
shareholder value by harvesting
intellectual property.
We all need to reconnect with
our agrarian roots in the way we
build our companies, the way we
govern our organizations, and
the way we live our lives. The
discipline, work ethic, husbandry,
stewardship,
determination,
selflessness, and grit of the
world’s farmers offer lessons,
insights, and values that can make
us stronger, more competitive,
and better innovators as a society.
The cycle of planning, planting,
caring, feeding, harvesting, and
distributing crops offers a regimen
that can guide the innovative
process for companies of all sizes
and in all industries, as well as in
the way we manage our personal
affairs.
Farmers learn from an early
age how to plant seeds that will
yield valuable crops, how to
instill discipline in the caring
and feeding of those crops, how
to weather a storm, and how to

establish long-term meaningful
and mutually beneficial channel
partner relationships and the
patience to know that every good
harvest is the product of rigor and
old-fashioned hard work. They
know how to assess whether a
market is fertile or barren and
would never attempt to grow
corn in the desert. They know
that a field of crops has no value
unless or until it is harvested and
brought to the marketplace. There
is no “overnight success” or “flash
in the pan”—it is a long-term
process that requires planning,
sweat, prudence, and patience.
Instead of living quarter to quarter
and robbing shareholders of the
long-term horizon that effective
innovation truly requires, farmers
live from harvest to harvest, from
season to season and from decade
to decade in keeping their lands
fertile for long-term productivity.
Harvesting Intangible Assets was
written to be the roadmap, the
operations manual, the strategic
playbook, and the beacon beam
from the lighthouse to lead the
way to this transformation and
return to our roots. In it, I share my
insights, strategies, best practices,
and lessons learned from working
with some of the world’s leading
companies, as well as hundreds of
small and emerging companies,
as a legal and strategic adviser
in the areas of intellectual capital
harvesting. As the outside general

counsel to the Entrepreneurs’
Organization (EO) for over
twenty-five years and as counsel
to thousands of entrepreneurs
in over thirty (30) years of legal
practice, I have seen the good,
the bad, and the ugly. I have seen
companies harvest opportunities
to create new markets and profit
centers and have seen others let
valuable assets collect dust and rot
to the core to the severe detriment
of their stakeholders and to our
society.

Intangible assets, Key to
Enduring Success
Our inability to properly harvest
our intellectual capital crops
has reached a crisis level, with
trillions of dollars in shareholder
value being wasted. The US Patent
and Trademark Office estimates
that the intellectual property in
the United States alone is worth
more than $5 trillion — about two
times the annual federal budget
— but very few companies are
properly harvesting the value for
the benefit of their shareholders.
Most have simply knowingly
or
unknowingly
failed
to
commercialize
opportunities,
resulting in a stale or rotted
crop. Others have adapted
“scorched earth” policies aimed
at confronting and litigating with
direct and indirect competitors;
these may represent an effective
short-term capital-raising exercise
but in the long term are likely to be
counterproductive, permanently
burn potential alliance bridges,
and leave the Earth unable to
be replanted for many decades.
Unless and until we are focused
on planting seeds and nurturing
the crop of intellectual capital, we
will never be able to sustainably
remain competitive in the global
marketplace. TGA
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Thought
Leadership
“The new leaders of
tomorrow will be in the
online digital domain. The
few factors that guide us
towards this conclusion are
India’s digital demographic,
deep mobile penetration,
high mobile internet usage,
etc. Considering these
factors, India can potentially
give rise to one of the
world’s largest online digital
companies with domestic
users alone.”
Nikhil Vora
MD & Head of Research,
IDFC Securities,
Mumbai
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In spite of the few reforms initiated by the government recently, the specter of sovereign
rating downgrade is now back on investors’ minds, as macroeconomic indicators go from
bad to worse, warns Nikhil Vora, MD & Head of Research, IDFC Securities, one of India’s
largest stock brokerage firms. However, at the same time, he says, it may be just what
the doctor ordered. For, he adds, the rating downgrade can push India’s political class
to agree on a better set of reforms to overhaul the industrial policy and manufacturing,
especially the export sector, considering the need to structural and long time issues like
trade deficits. Nikhil was voted as India’s Top Analyst by Asia Money in 2012, and was also
ranked as Asia’s Best Analyst by the Wall Street Journal in the same year. He has also been
bestowed with the ‘Thought Leadership’ award by IDFC Ltd. In an exclusive interview with
The Global ANALYST, he discusses whether India is facing a 1991-like crisis, key challenges
before the country and the measures needed to put the economy back on track.

“It is patently foolish to forget to plant in the spring, take off all summer and then
cram in the fall to bring in the harvest”
– Dr. Stephen Covey

T

he current policy overdrive
of the government reminds
us of the farmer who is
trying hard to reap in the harvest
(last year of the term), when,
in fact, he forgot to plant in the
spring (policy inaction in 2nd and
3rd year of the term). The results
are not surprising – not only is the
economic slowdown reflecting in
the lag indicators such as GDP
growth, but they can worsen
further, if the lead indicators
are extrapolated. On the other
hand, the faster the macros
deteriorate, the more frequent the
policy announcements are being
announced. However, in spite
of government and RBI making
several policy announcements
to calm the markets and soothe
frayed nerves of investors, we feel
the present ‘crop’ has gone waste
and the time has come to be ready
for a new season.

1991....2013....same old story!
The recent sharp depreciation
of INR (worst level of Rs.68.8/
USD) and declining forex reserves

($275bn as of August 30th or
7 months import cover) have
evoked memories of the Balance of
Payment crisis of 1991. The factors
leading upto the crisis are similar
– high structural trade deficit
(then funded by government
borrowing, now by FII flows),
inelastic imports, uncompetitive
exports, steadily rising fiscal
deficit, thanks to fiscal profligacy
and delay by government in
acknowledging the crisis – evoke
a sense of déjà vu. The fact that
even after 20 years since the worst
possible economic crisis, the main
issue of structural high current
account deficit is yet unresolved
indicates lack of long term vision
on part of successive governments
causing this unwanted sword
to continue to dangle above the
economy’s head.

1991: The worst of times....and
the best of times
Although 1991 was a dark episode
in India’s economic history
(government forced to pledge gold

to borrow), the crisis also forced
India to embrace a new economic
model. Reluctantly and haltingly,
Indian economy opened to rest
of the world, domestic business
environment changed, the old
economy gave way to emergence
of new sectors and new leaders
emerged. Unpredictably, sectors
like IT and Telecom rapidly
emerged, driven by several
hitherto undiscovered factors – a
large, educated, English-speaking
workforce for the IT sector and
the unmet potential demand for
easy, instant and affordable com
munication for Telecom sector.

2013: The worst of (recent)
times....can it also be the best?
Notwithstanding the fact that
current slowdown is partly
the handiwork of government
inaction, we believe that the
reforms of 1991 have had their run
and even without policy paralysis
of past few years, it would
have been difficult to squeeze
incrementally more growth. It is
The Global Analyst | OCTOBER 2013
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time to introduce India to a new
set of ground breaking reforms.
The current slowdown has
indicated how the government
can be pressed into action to
take the same decisions quickly
it would otherwise arrive at after
prolonged discourse and delay.
Some of these have already been
initiated – Direct Cash Transfer
(can potentially reduce wastage
of subsidies and hence burden
on fiscal budgets, better targeting
of beneficiaries), FDI in multibrand retail, Pension bill, higher
pass through of international fuel
prices to end-consumers, etc.

Will
sovereign
rating
downgrade be the crisis that
India needs?
In spite of the few reforms
initiated by the government
recently, the specter of sovereign
rating
downgrade
is
now
back on investors’ minds, as
macroeconomic indicators go
from bad to worse.
Considering
that
India’s
downgrade to junk status can
trigger exodus of FII investments
due to heightened risk, we are
precariously close to this crisis.
But it may be just what the doctor
ordered.
The rating downgrade can push
India’s political class to agree
on a better set of reforms to
overhaul the industrial policy
and manufacturing, especially the
export sector, considering the need
to structural and long time issues
like trade deficits. Potentially
ground breaking regulations
like the Direct Tax Code, which
have been chronically delayed by
political differences and centrestate disagreements, can also be
accelerated in a crisis.
16
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Crisis or not....the seeds for new
leaders of tomorrow already sown
While not many could have
predicted the emergence of
new sectors like IT and Telecom
in the 1990s, the changed
policies provided an enabling
environment for these sectors to
emerge.
Although,
the
impact
of
government’s recent reforms
will take time to take effect, we
hazard a guess that the new
leaders of tomorrow will be in
the online digital domain. The
few factors that guide us towards
this conclusion are India’s digital
demographic (a predominantly
young
populace
being
introduced to digital devices at
an increasingly early age), deep
mobile penetration (66 per cent of
population), high mobile internet
usage (25 per cent of mobile users),

“The rating
downgrade can
push India’s
political class to
agree on a better
set of reforms”

internet usage skewed towards
mobile (at 143mn, mobile internet
users are 10x broadband internet
users), the world’s 3rd largest
populated country having only
12 per cent internet penetration
vs. China’s 43 per cent and 80 per
cent in the US.
Considering these factors, India
can potentially give rise to one of
the world’s largest online digital
companies with domestic users
alone.
Overall, while most investors
would seek solace from near term
certainty of events, the words of
a one-time thought leader to the
contrary do merit attention:
“We always overestimate the
change that will occur in the next
two years and underestimate the
change that will occur in the next
ten” – Bill Gates TGA
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Return of

Gold has never had the
need to stage a return or a
comeback as it has always
been a favored investment
destination among various
asset classes. However, while
gold might not return to its
2012 peak value of $1900 an
ounce, with the changing
global economic variables,
it is also expected that gold
would also not fall below
its pre 2008 level of $800
per ounce and hence can
be safely assumed to be a
dependable asset to remain
invested in for the long term.

Hyma Goparaju,
Managing Director
Indigen Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

“He who hath the gold maketh the rule.”
- Anonymous

T

he last decade has witnessed an
unprecedented bull run in the price of gold
never before seen in its long history since it
was discovered around 3000 BC. Price of the yellow
metal increased three-fold between 1998 and 2008
and two-fold between 2008 and 2012, soaring to an
all-time high of $1900 per ounce in October 2012.
In the backdrop of a joint testing of the sparrow
medium range missile by the USA and Israel
and threat of war with Syria, gold displayed no
deterrence and continues to hold steadfast with
mild periodic dips due to timely profit booking. In
India the penchant for the yellow metal refuses to be
satiated despite the government’s concerted efforts
to increase margins on Gold futures trading and
hiking import duty on gold to an all-time high of 15
per cent.
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After having depreciated to record lows against
the dollar and now the rupee exhibiting signs of
ebbing as a result of severe clamping down efforts
by the government, there is nonetheless a sense of
déjà vu within the business community and media
fearing a repeat of the 1991 scenario when gold was
pledged to the IMF to save our country from a grave
economic crisis.

The Gold Standard
Till 1933, the USA was on the gold standard which
it decided to abandon as economists of that time
believed that the standard was largely responsible
for aggravating the great depression since they
could not print paper money to save the nation
from an economic crisis. Subsequently, the dollar
was devalued, private gold was monetized and the
US government stopped all convertibility of gold
into dollars. However, the complete shunning of the
gold standard happened only in 1971 by when the
country had to endure 12 deflationary periods.
There, however, are several arguments in favour of

Return of Gold

the gold standard, the strongest being that it restricts
printing of loose paper money and so curbs inflation,
checks excess spending and deficits and thereby
maintains a stable and balanced financial system.
On the downside, the strong opposition stemmed
from the same favourable fact for its inability to print
money during grave economic or geopolitical crises
which had resulted in economies getting shoved into
hapless caverns.
Despite the dollar’s unpegging from the metal,
gold continued to be an undisputable haven of
investment and saving as its reputation for being the
only reliable hedge against inflation and currency
depreciation remained untarnished. It is also
interesting to note how much the dollar has fallen in
the last half century vis-à-vis gold.

All that Glitters is Gold!
It is believed that India holds an estimated amount
of 18,000 to 31,000 tons of gold valued at around
$1.4 trillion. The widening CAD and trade deficits
in the country occurring largely because of massive
imports of crude and gold have thrown the Indian
economy off kilter. The government’s firefighting
measures taken in the month of May to curb imports
by increasing the import duty on gold have not
helped much to salvage the situation.
The Indian appetite for gold continues to increase
despite prices hovering around Rs. 30,000 per 10
grams. Akshaya Tritiya, the auspicious festival
celebrated in India, is synonymous for purchase of
gold and on 13th May 2013 India consumed about
25 tons of gold on a single day pushing the trade
deficit by $17.8 bn. Gold sales went up by 35 per
cent in the highest gold consuming state of Kerala.
The downside to the obsession with the metal is that
excluding gold the ratio of our foreign exchange
reserves to external debt is now just 68 per cent. For
every dollar owed, we can repay only 68 cents or
even less for the debt figures of December 2012 and
in the meanwhile we have borrowed some more. If
the world wants to recall its loans, India won’t be
able to pay back without a crisis. In 2012, India’s
exports were $300 bn while its imports stood at $485
bn of which crude was at $160 bn and gold at $60bn
constituting about 12 per cent of the total imports.
However, what is interesting to note is that the
average Indian consumer’s psychology for hoarding
gold for the rainy day is not grossly illogical or

emotional since there are substantial numerical facts
to prove the same. One such fact being that since
2000, gold has given 16 per cent returns to investors
compared to 11 per cent returns from Sensex for the
same period.
Gold loans are a popular form of financial
instruments in the country with many NBFCs
offering cash at 60 per cent to 90 per cent of the
value of gold thereby dispersing financial services
to millions of agricultural and rural customers who
have little or no access to conventional banking
facilities. According to an RBI report, rural areas
account for 60 percent of the gold demand in the
country.

The Politics of Gold
In 1991, Gold took the distinction of being the raison
d’etre for felling the Indian government which had
secretly shipped off 67 tons of gold to IMF towards
pledge against a loan that was badly needed by the
economy that was in shambles then. Indians who
hold gold very close to their heart saw the move
as undermining the Indian pride and voted the
government out. The episode however heralded
the beginning of a new chapter for the country’s
economic history by increasing the momentum to
throw open the economy’s gates to liberalization
and globalization.
World over, the USA ranks number one in holding
gold in its foreign exchange reserves with a 75 per
cent share followed by Germany with 73 per cent
and France with 72 per cent. India has 10 per cent
share of gold in its forex reserves. Countries like
China and Russia are increasing their share in gold
reserves by reducing their dollar holdings. Though
in terms of absolute value of gold holding China
has double the amount of the metal over India, its
percentage in the total forex reserve holdings is 1.7.
China has to increase its share in gold as the country
has plans to make yuan the reserve currency. Similar
for Russia as it plans to internationalize rouble and
so is diversifying its forex holdings.
With several countries lobbying to pay for oil in
currencies other than the dollar, the supremacy
of the dollar as world currency is certainly under
threat. Recently India decided to ship crude from
Iran and make the payment in Rupee currency,
a move that is expected to reduce CAD by $8.5
bn.Big economies are also hinting at pegging their
The Global Analyst | OCTOBER 2013
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respective currencies at a basket of currencies that
also includes gold and move away from the dollar,
a step that would have a positive impact on their
debt values which are generally valued in dollars
and fluctuate when their currencies depreciate as
has been happening with the Indian rupee and its
impact on repayment of debts.
In such scenarios the gleam of gold gets additional
glitter as nations and consumers across the world
would look for an investment option whose value
would not be threatened by political and economic
upheavals and the economics of money supply. It is
to be noted that price of gold has only gone up during
inflationary, deflationary and hyperinflationary
periods. This feature of gold w.r.t. its investment
option has always made the case for investing in the
metal stronger.
However, for a typical Indian consumer, monetizing
of gold continues to be a major bottleneck. The
Indian government also suggested monetization of
gold to increase rupee flow and curb dollar inflow.
Modern economics has surely raised the living
standards of the global citizens. It has also offered a
combo plan with travails that have upended financial
securities in no time. Gold comes as a cushioning
factor for such shocks and promises decent returns.
In the history of financial investments, barring a
few stray incidents, gold has had the indefatigable
reputation of never letting down its investors ever.

Gold – Some Bold Facts
Obtained from the crust of earth and copper ores,
gold was the first metal to be discovered much before
iron and copper around 3000 BC. In 2600 BC is said
to have taken shape the first piece of jewelry in gold.
The Egyptians venerated gold and kings and queens
not only wore them but also buried the dead along
with the metal to ensure perpetuity of fortunes.
Gold nanoparticles are said to have taken their first
origin in 950 BC about which modern science has
realized its potential as a miracle discovery and is
investing huge amounts of money in cutting edge
research aimed at dredging the metal in various
medical, consumer and industrial applications. The
UK commenced its first Gold standard in 1717. The
California Gold rush began in 1848 which has been
recorded as the greatest mining endeavor ever with
40,000 diggers flocking from all over the world for
their ounce of gold. During the period between 1870
20
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and 1900 all major countries of the world except
China linked their currencies to gold. The world’s
richest temple in Tirupati is said to have a treasure
trove of around 1000 tons of gold.Closed in 1971,
the world entered the present system of floating
exchange rates as dollar convertibility to gold was
suspended as a result of abandoning of the gold
standard. The strategic geopolitical move of modern
century economics to sideline gold as a de facto
economic bellwether did not rub the sheen off the
antique metal of gold.

The Gold rush: To Continue!
With the dominance of petrodollar being a million
dollar question now and the shifting of global
energy preferences for renewable and shale gas
sources signaling the emergence of a new system of
global currency exchange, gold emerges as the front
runner in the race to the favorite destination to park
funds in. However a major constraint that could go
against gold is its depleting mining reserves. The
total amount of gold mined so far is an estimated
1,65,000 metric tons valued at $8.2 trillion and 2500
metric tons of gold continues to be mined annually.
China is the world’s largest producer of gold
followed by Australia, the USA and Russia. India
does not figure in the list of the top fifteen producers.
With the US government indicating a tapering
down of the Quantitative easing program, dollar is
poised to get attractive in the short term and with
money supply being controlled, inflation would
drop spiking the existing interest rates, creating
a winsome climate for FIIs in particular who have
already begun to withdraw from emerging markets
to invest in the US financial markets.
Since gold has historically demonstrated an inverse
relationship with the value of dollar, the metal’s value
is expected to ride a downward spiral. In the Indian
context, imports of gold are expected to be affected
as the government is steadfast about controlling the
third largest current account deficit in the world that
is currently throttling our economy and with the
rupee gaining against dollar, inflationary pressures
are expected to reduce further, stabilizing the price
of gold.
With SEBI taking precautionary steps to curb Gold
ETF investments, the month of August 2013 saw an
outflow to the tune of Rs. 588 crore, a rather unlikely
event for the gold loving investors and consumers in

Return of Gold

India. Most of this however could be a result of profit
booking and returns maximization in the event of
the impending QE tapering. However, experts have
termed the voluminous selling as speculatory in the
event of changing financial dynamics in relation to
strengthening of the dollar and likely Fed tapering
albeit without any confirmed date for the same.
The above events do soften the case for gold as a
continued haven for investments. Gold has certainly
topped out. However, the yellow metal along with
other precious metals with their inherent intrinsic
value and investor propensity would continue to
attract investments as market dynamics world over
also indicate a drift toward investing in stable assets
that deliver consistent returns and weather out
volatility. However the demand is expected to be
subdued over the uncontrolled run for metals seen
during the period between 2008 and 2012.

increasing its interest rates in order to maintain the
yield spread, leads to a stalemate for the emerging
economies as the rising domestic interest rates could
have an adverse effect on inflation triggering a
cyclical pattern that they need to radically push out
of through massive financial and regulatory efforts.
High inflation phases have normally pushed up the
prices of precious metals like gold and silver.
The signing of currency swap deals with countries
like Japan is a positive step in the direction to arrest a
widening CAD in need of dollar investments, a step
that would ameliorate the present crisis created by
a battered rupee, without the government having to
resort to extreme steps like buying back gold from
Indians. These measures would eventually stabilize
the price of gold that could in turn increase its
purchase in the domestic markets due to its increased
affordability.

Globally, economies are dependent on the dollar to
keep their currencies buoyant and ensure liquidity
and exchange rate stability. The dollar constitutes a
major chunk of the foreign exchange reserves of most
economies. In the last one year in India, the absolute
value of its foreign exchange reserves have eroded
as rupee has fallen up to a record 23 per cent against
the dollar. For many emerging economies like India
that have been grappling with unyielding economic
uncertainties, increased dollar inflows are required
to save the rupee and stabilize the economy.

Gold has never had the need to stage a return or a
comeback as it has always been a favored investment
destination among various asset classes.

However rising interest rates in the US and
recovery of its economy and subsequent pressure
on emerging countries like India to respond by

(Disclaimer: This article is for general information
only and the author does not make any buy/sell
recommendations). TGA

However, while gold might not return to its 2012
peak value of $1900 an ounce, with the changing
global economic variables, it is also expected that
gold would also not fall below its pre 2008 level of
$800 per ounce and hence can be safely assumed to
be a dependable asset to remain invested in for the
long term.
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Are the Bulls Back
in Reckoning?
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The equities have made spectacular recovery, of late,
driven by Fed’s decision to keep its $85bn-a-month bondbuying program unchanged, at least for the time being,
and a slew of RBI’s latest measures, which have bolstered
the rupee, which had earlier crashed to nearly Rs.70 a
dollar, its all-time low in the last 18 years since 1995. The
recent run-up in stocks raises expectations of a sustained
bull run. However, a slew of headwinds – from a stubborn
inflation to high deficits, rising leverage on corporate
balance sheets to threat of earnings downgrade among
others - could play spoilsport.

O

n September 5th, even
when the fireworks
on
Mumbai’s
Mint
Street, the headquarters of the
country’s apex bank, could begin
in celebration of swearing-in of
Dr. Raghuram Rajan as RBI’s
23rd Governor, the bulls had
already gone on a rampage,
pushing the benchmark Sensex
by over 400 points, and almost
within the striking distance of the
psychological 19000-mark. What
followed thereafter was a string
of successive sessions of gains
which resulted into the 30-scrip
index gaining nearly 2000 points
or over 10 per cent, boosted by
a near record gain of 700 points,
which propelled it to its 34-month
high of 20,647 on September 19th,
after the Fed chose not to taper
its monetary stimulus program,
much to the surprise of most
analysts who were expecting
at least a partial withdrawal by

the US central bank. However,
the most dramatic U-turn ever
witnessed in equities and rupee,
which posted a strong gain of 161
paise, met with a ferocious selloff witnessed on that frightening
Friday on September 20th when
the RBI’s decision to raise repo
rates took the fizz out of the nearfortnight old rally in stocks.
What explains such a sharp runup in the first half of September?
Was it a relief rally or the one
driven by unrealistic expectations
that things would fall in place
in no time? For, India continues
to face a number of headwinds.
Inflation – especially food and
vegetable prices – remains a
major concern. Interest rates
remain firm, thereby pushing
borrowing costs for businesses
and common man alike. And
then, to top it all, the worries
over a weakened rupee and its
any further slide vis-à-vis dollar

have not gone away. The fact is
that foreign investments (FDI and
FIIs) remain lackluster, while a
string of structural issues remain
to be addressed. And added to
these is the uncertainty over pace
of recovery in the US and the EU,
with the lone exception of China.
Given, what lies in store for Bulls,
going ahead?

Hope Floats!
Notwithstanding
the
weak
domestic
macro-economic
environment, it’s the rising
expectation of an early revival
in the economy to be led by a
quick turnaround in the corporate
sector performance is what is
continuing to drive the markets.
The bullish fervor is also being
fuelled by the current uncertainty
over the recovery (or the pace of
it) in the US economy and the
so the dilly-dallying by the Fed
over the issue of scaling back the
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stimulus program. Subsequent
to the decision by the Fed to
postpone the ‘Taper’ the massive
$85bn-a-month bond buying
program on September 19th, sent
global equities, especially in the
emerging markets, soaring was a
testament to the fact that it’s the
easy money or liquidity that is
driving stock markets, and not
the valuation per se. In fact, it
seems the bulls are taking cues
from some key markets to pump
in investments. For instance, the
China’s factory data for August,
which beat analysts’ forecasts,
and also positive PMI (purchasing
managers’ index) numbers from
a majority of Euro zone nations,
breathed new lease of life into
metal stocks which had been lying
low for most part of the year so
far. Metal stocks in India too have
gained significantly on the back
of positive global cues, despite
weak domestic manufacturing/
industrial data of recent few
months.
Financials, including banking
sector stocks, were on a fire after
the new RBI Governor took charge,
which left many wondering what
fueled the rally in the sector even
as concerns such as growing cost
of funds, rising bad assets (NPAs),
and slackening demand still
persisted. While Dr. Rajan indeed
announced a slew of measures that
seemed to have struck right chord
with the market participants and
also helped rupee stage a smart
recovery versus the US dollar,
expectations of a feeble economic
growth, going ahead, and fears
of earnings downgrade across
the board, barring a few sectors,
besides the fast approaching
24
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general elections, just a little over
six months away, seem to be
weighing heavily on markets for
now. In a recent note Goldman
Sachs cautions, “Leverage has
risen significantly with debt
servicing capacity deteriorating
to the lowest level in a decade.
As funding costs rise and profits
decline the “stressed-segment” is
likely to get bigger which would
hurt banks and economy as a
whole.” The global investment
bank has reduced earnings
forecasts for CY2014.
The profitability of India Inc has
consistently fallen the last several
quarters owing to rising operating
costs which have eroded margins.
With interest rates remaining
firm for quite some time, the
cost of borrowing too has been
in an uptrend, thereby further
eating into the bottom lines of
corporates. The global investment
bank has lowered India Inc’s
CY2014
earnings
growth
forecasts. It further added, “Given
India is months away from crucial
assembly and parliamentary
elections, political uncertainties
and concerns about policy
paralysis are likely to linger.”
Given, it won’t be surprising to
see any further volatility, going

ahead, at least until the new
government is formed. “Our
view has always been that till the
elections are over in India, markets
are likely to see a volatile phase
and in that volatility we sell as
the market goes up and buy as the
market goes down,” commented
S Naren, ICICI Prudential AMC
in an interview with ET Now.

Liquidity Holds the Key
Equities handsomely beat all
major asset classes in 2012. Both
the leading stock indices namely,
Sensex and Nifty closed the
year (2012) with yearly gains
of 26 per cent and 27 per cent,
respectively, delivering their
best ever performances in the
last three years. The record gains
posted by the benchmarks were
undoubtedly driven by huge
foreign portfolio inflows which
fell just short of $25 billion by
a little over half-a-billion (FIIs’
investment reached $24.4bn to
be precise), and also around $5
billion less than their all-time high
in 2010.
The year also witnessed equities
emerge as the best asset class,
outperforming others such as gold
(gave returns of just 12.6 per cent),
silver (up 17.6 per cent), debt
funds (about 11 per cent), real
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estate (managed only high single
digit returns). The recent run-up
in equities has once again been
triggered by a surge in liquidity as
a result of ongoing asset-purchase
program by the Fed. FIIs have
pumped in a little over $8.5bn
in 2013 so far (till September 23,
2013), which is, however, even
less than the one-third they
invested in CY’12. Nevertheless,
the inflows have failed to boost
the leading benchmarks, with the
30-scrip benchmark delivering
a modest gain of just about 1.73
per cent till September
24, 2013, while Nifty
Fifty posting a negative
return of about a per
cent, during the same
period.
Surprisingly, despite
the fact that the FIIs
have invested close to
$8.5bn so far, this has
not translated into any
significant gains for
benchmarks,
which
now lag last year’s
gains by miles!

Time for Bottom Fishing!``
Volatility reins supreme amid
uncertain domestic as well
as
global
macro-economic
environment.
This
sort
of
volatility while has kept retail
investors away, as it’s turning
out to be a traders’ market. For
instance, Sensex, which in August
posted a loss of 3.75 per cent,
its worst monthly performance
in the last six months since
February, hit hard by a persistent
fall in rupee, which crashed 3.7
percent, its biggest single-day fall
since October 1995, according to
Reuters, to a record low of 68.85

a dollar before settling at 68.80/81,
weak June quarter GDP number,
which at 4.4 per cent was the worst
in the last 4 years, further stoking
fears of a slow down, and weak
industrial production figures (for
June), which were negative for the
second successive month.
However, the markets have
rebounded smartly since then. The
Sensex has made a gain of nearly
5.5 per cent in September so far
from the level of 18,886 it closed as
of end-August; the Sensex closed
at 19,920.21 on September 24th.

Equities handsomely beat all
major asset classes in 2012.
Both the leading stock indices
namely, Sensex and Nifty closed
the year (2012) with yearly gains
of 26 per cent and 27 per cent,
respectively, delivering their best
ever performances in the last
three years.
Driving the volatility are the midcaps and the small-caps, which
seem to have fallen out of favor at
least for now.
Small- and mid-cap stocks have
lagged so far in 2013, owing to
tough business environment
which raises concerns about
debt on their balance sheets and
also their earnings growth, thus
hurting their near-term earnings
outlook.
This year, the BSE Small-cap
index lost 28.95 per cent, while
the BSE Mid-cap index dropped
24 per cent, in comparison to a fall
of only 2.7 per cent in Sensex, as
of September 2, according to data
from ET.

So, does it mean the time is
opportune for bottom fishing in
these counters? Well, not many
analysts think so, given the tepid
macro-economic data (IIP, CPI,
etc), the impending ‘taper’, besides
the threat of earnings downgrade.
But that doesn’t mean that no
bottom fishing opportunities exist
now. For instance, according to
some analysts, investors could try
looking for light-asset companies,
have clean balance sheets, are not
overtly leveraged, and are also
less exposed to the vagaries of the
exchange rate. “To an
extent, the punishment
which the mid-caps
have got suggests they
have probably reached
the bottom levels, and
it is a matter of time
when the appetite for
buying comes into the
market,” told Deven
Choksey,
Managing
Director, KR Choksey
Securities to ET Now.
However, he cautioned,
“Currently, the buying appetite is
missing and the large-cap stocks
are more in favour since they are
in the trading portfolio of most of
the funds.” According to market
analysts, investors could also
look for select mid-/small-caps
with robust business model, but
which are trading at below their
book values, owing to negative
sentiment across the sectors.
A number of companies, small
as well as large, went abroad
using instruments such as
foreign currency convertible
bonds to raise capital abroad as
interest rates hardened in the
country post-the global financial
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crisis. However, as the domestic
currency began to weaken (versus
dollar) and economic growth
slid, many of these companies are
finding the going tough.
“Several companies also raised
external debt to avail cheaper
loans abroad as domestic interest
rates hardened. However, as the
economy slowed, cash flows came
under pressure,” a recent report
from Macquarie said. “At the
same time, currency depreciation
put further pressure on these
companies as their interest outgo
went up.” the report added.
Experts advise to stay away from
such counters.
The Goldman Sachs views
current valuations as slightly
expensive, considering the core
inflation of 2.4 per cent and FY15
consensus GDP growth of 5.9%.
“Our modeled forecast for the
12-month forward P/E is around
12x (2 P/E points below current
P/E of 14x),” it said in a latest
report. Given slowing growth
and rising inflation, Goldman,
while expecting valuations to
correct from current levels, has
lowered its NIFTY target to 5700
from 6200 earlier based on lower
earnings estimates and decline

Worrying Signs
• Slowdown in corporate
investment and infrastructure
building
• Higher interest rates
• Delayed project approvals and
slow project implementation
• Rising external vulnerability
• The twin deficits
• Declining corporate earnings
• Rise in bad loans
• Stubborn inflation
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FII Activity for the Year so far

Month

Gross
Purchase
(Cr)

Gross
Sales
(Cr)

Net
Investment

Cumulative
Investment

(Cr)

($ Mn.)

January 2013

77,858.80

55,799.80

22,059.20

4,059.32

February 2013

78,888.30

54,449.10

24,439.30

4,575.56

March 2013

66,766.60

57,642.70

9,124.30

1,675.48

April 2013

61,007.30

55,593.10

5,414.10

1,000.27

May 2013

74,468.90

52,300.40

22,168.60

4,067.42

June 2013

55,321.40

66,348.50 -11,026.90

-1,852.15

July 2013

60,371.00

66,624.20

-6,253.30

-1,042.88

August 2013

69,308.40

75,231.10

-5,922.50

-902.51

September 2013

61,215.30

48,862.00

12,353.60

1,949.86

in target multiple (to 12.5x from
13x earlier), which implies 3%
downside from current levels, an
ET report citing GS analysis said.
Nevertheless, bottom fishing
or value buying is expected to
hold key to returns, suggest
most analysts. And regarding
volatility? It seems it is here to
stay. “Markets will continue
to look for the ebb and flow of
global as well as domestic macro
news flow and take direction
from there,” CNBC-TV 18 cited
Abhay Laijawala, MD and HeadResearch, Deutsche Equities, as
saying. “So, we will see a lot of
volatility in the markets but as far
as India is concerned, there are two
key themes that investors should
be looking out for and these are
the export/global recovery plays
and the rural recovery plays,” he
added.

But Concerns Remain
With the threat of the ‘Taper’
having receded, at least for now
(and for the next few months),
the new RBI Governor expected
to take steps so as to bolster rupee
and keep inflation under check,

and rising exports data (along with
curbs on gold imports) raising
hopes of a further improvement
in trade deficit, can we expect
equities to deliver another year
of spectacular returns? Well,
that would be too optimistic an
assumption to make, given that the
recent spate of economic reforms
would take time before they
begin to deliver, besides, much
would also depend on how the
global economies perform, going
ahead, the Fed’s move regarding
the ongoing quantitative easing
program, which could have
significant impact on the direction
of foreign portfolio inflows, geopolitical developments in the
Middle East, and also importantly
the outcome of the forthcoming
general elections in the country.
Further, the slowing pace of
savings rate and also lower
corporate investments in new
projects could only add to the
negative sentiment. To conclude,
irrespective of the market
undertone, it pays to remember:
never underestimate the risks. TGA
Amit Singh Sisodiya

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY

World 2020

ASIA
Leading the Way

As the US and EU lose jobs they will just go to Asia. Asia will just hum along economically.
It is really interesting. Asia never did the financial things the US, EU and Japan did and
they never went through the Great Recession. Their economies just continued to grow at
8 to 9 per cent. It would be interesting what Asia would do if they went to automation for
manufacturing. How cheap would their goods and services be then? Asia has already
gone high tech. This is the situation now. A lot of people in the US and EU just do not
have to be hired for their economies to grow now. In essence, the world is not going to
be the same. The future belongs to Asia – China and India - says Lynn E Dellenbarger
(Dellenbarger & Associates, Baton Rouge) and Lihong Zhu (Washington State University)
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W

ell, the US is only
growing at 2.1 per
cent and cannot employ all the people coming into
the job market. This is the new
economy. The US went to automation during and after the Great
Recession and do not need a lot
of people in the labor force now.
The US also went to part time
workers to cut costs. It is really
amazing. With only 63 per cent of
Americans working they can not
upgrade employees. That is the situation. Asia’s economy is slowing
down from 8 per cent unemployment growth so the people who
went there in the past will not be
able to go there anymore for work.
That means more people in the
US, EU and South America will
not be getting jobs in the future.
With all the people not working
and only working part time jobs,
food purchases will be changing.
Even in Asia since their economy
is slowing their food purchases
will be changing. The US is going
to cut food stamp money and both
the Democrats and Republicans
are for it. In China they have universal retirement for the people.
Obama talked about it, but did
nothing with it. People will have
to work longer in the future in
order to retire and those people
over 65 years old are waiting longer to retire. The young people are
not getting jobs now and part of
the reason is they never got much
of an education. We are in the
knowledge age now as they say
and education will become more
important. A Master’s degree is
now what a Bachelor degree used
to be. It is interesting how Obama
is going to rank the universities
and colleges now and that is how
Federal money will be dispersed
28
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in the future.
The Historically Black colleges
never really worried about education that much so they could
wind up with hardly any Federal
money. Princeton and Harvard
will be cheap in the future, and so
the Yale and Stanford and Michigan and Georgia. Education will
continue to be cut as test scores go
down.
In education they have been focusing on the outcome and not
the process to learning. Asia will
do fine. They have 75 per cent of
the global economy and determine how the rest of the world recovers from the Great Recession.
The financial sector in the US has
downsized and will continue to
down size. We will not need a lot
of financial analysts in the US that
much anymore. Investing in Asia
is a smart thing to do since they
still grow at 8 per cent while the
US only grows at 2.1per cent.

Chase will not give college loans.
Energy-wise the technology is already there to do away with a lot
of oil needs. San Francisco gets a
lot of their electricity from water
currents from Yosemite National
Park. Oceans, steams and river
could be used to generate electricity. Obama wants cars and trucks
that use less gas. Solar is being
used now and so is wind power.
Oklahoma State University generates 75 per cent of their energy
needs from wind turbines. Ohio
State University also generates
a lot of their energy from wind
turbines also. If they put in solar
panels they could generate even
more energy. Saudi Arabia also
is going totally away from oil and
they have the largest oil reserve in
the world.

Changing Worldscape!

The developing world could do
all this also. Fracking is becoming
the new leader in energy in the US
and natural gas is now cheaper
than oil. There is so little oil left
in the US and the world they are
now getting oil from shale. What
one needs to realize that there is
a finite amount of oil in the US
and world. The leading oil people
already know where all the new
oil will come from. Oil is finite
and so is natural gas. The leading export now for the US is oil
but if countries go to alternative
energy sources that could change.
China’s manufacturing is ramping up again which means higher
oil prices for the world. One in
the Southwestern part of the US
could build dams behind dams to
generate additional hydroelectric
power.

The Washington Post ran an article that says that a college education is still worth the investment but now even JP Morgan

Since with food consumption patterns are changing globally that
means different food will be desired. That means different crops

The EU continues to add countries to the EU while some of
their countries have 25 per cent
unemployment rates. Germany is
even suffering economically now
as their economy slows from the
situation in the EU. India built an
inexpensive car that no one wants
in India but it would be ideal for
the developing world. China’s
auto industry is growing and they
cannot build enough cars for Europe. In a couple of years China
will start selling that car in the US
and it will probably be successful
since it is relatively inexpensive
and dependable.

World 2020

will be in demand. Since the US
and EU are getting out of agriculture, which is really a growth area
since populations in the world are
rising. South America and Asia
will be the bread baskets of the
world. They say Brazil is now the
bread basket of the world and not
the US anymore. What is interesting about the energy area in the
US is none of the states producing
oil are preparing for when the oil
runs out. Educationally the other
countries really do not care if the
US ranks 38th in math and science
and the US reading skills are declining since that means their children are better prepared to compete in the global economy.
The only really thing keeping India back from developing into the
number 2 economy in the world
is their population pressure and
population growth. China already
solved their population pressure
by only having a child to the family. They say China’s population
is aging but then the young people will be there. China will cut
their population in half by going
to a one child per family and they
will be young then. Obama wants
free trade with Asia and China
and Japan both want into it. If the
US gets the free trade with Asia
that means cheaper high quality
products for the US and food will
also be cheaper. The US wants to
export more food to China and
Asia but the US never solved their
quality problems. India could be
included in the Asian free trade
agreement also. It is interesting
really.
The US is pulling out of Afghanistan while never really destroying the Taliban or al Queda and is
now getting into Syria militarily.
In the US they are downsizing the

military now and it the National
Guard and Reserves who fight
the wars. The US was hacked by
China and Syria and now since
the US put everything on the computer like the James Bond movie
Skyfall the Chinese now have a lot
of the US secret military plans for
new aircraft and war ships. The
Israeli’s never put everything on
the computer. Snowden’s revelations changed the world and now
everyone knows the US Federal
Government knows everything
about other countries computer usage and even the US computer usage and telephone conversations.

no longer the largest minority.
The Hispanics are now the largest
minority in the US. The Hispanics got a lot out of the Black freedom fighters who wanted social
equality. The Blacks never knew
that. The Blacks started a trend for
the United States. They never got
married but had children. Now in
2012 6 out of every child born were
born out of wedlock. The Blacks
made it seem that people do not
have to get married anymore. In
Asia they still have strong family
values and when the Asians come
to the US they maintain their
strong family values.

Asia – Future Perfect!

The Asians have the longest life
expectancy in the US and are also
the best educated. The Blacks
have the shortest life expectancy
in the US and never supported
education. The Asians now have
some of the best universities in the
world and people from all over
the world including Americans
and Europeans now go to study
in China and India. That is where
the jobs are anyway. As the US
and EU lose jobs they will just go
to Asia. Asia will just hum along
economically. It is really interesting.

The US Federal Government already knows the research and
phone conversations of cities,
states and universities. The Federal Government even reads the
financial sectors computer usage
and phone conversations. Most of
the US financial and legal papers
are already in Asia anyway since
that is where they store them
now. The IRS reads every e-mail
and they have the authority to do
it.
People now are paying their taxes
more often and Congress may
make it that if Federal employees
do not pay their taxes they will
lose their jobs. People are getting
bigger throughout the world.
One reason is because they have
made plate sizes larger to encourage more eating. The USDA came
out with a new food pyramid but
it does not take into account the
various heights of people or their
builds. It also does not recommend what the children should
be eating.
The Blacks in the US never really
opened their eyes that they are

Asia never did the financial
things the US, EU and Japan did
and they never went through the
Great Recession. Their economies
just continued to grow at 8 to 9
per cent. It would be interesting
what Asia would do if they went
to automation for manufacturing.
How cheap would their goods
and services be then? Asia has already gone high tech. As Lihong
Zhu and I wrote: This is it. This is
the situation now. A lot of people
in the US and EU just do not have
to be hired for their economies to
grow now. TGA
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INTERVIEW / IKP

NURTURING
AN ENVIRONMENT FOR

INNOVATION
Nestled in a 200-acre pollution free zone in Genome
Valley, Hyderabad, ICICI Knowledge Park, now
known as IKP Knowledge Park or simply IKP, is India’s
premier Science Park, facilitating business driven
Research & Development for over a decade now. The
IKP aims at nurturing an environment for innovation
and the expected growth in life sciences and related
fields. It has a mix of ready-to-use multi-tenanted
modular wet laboratory blocks (Innovation Corridors)
with in-built flexibility around some common,
shared facilities and support services, as well as
developed land for customised R&D facilities. It won
the prestigious Foreign Commercial Service (FCS)
Certificate from the US Department of Commerce, US
Embassy in India on February 14, 2013.
In an exclusive interview to The Global ANALYST,
Dr Jitendra Kumar, Vice President, Life Sciences
Incubation, IKP Knowledge Park, Hyderabad,
discusses the pioneering efforts made by IKP in
promoting the growth of business-driven research,
primarily in the area of Life Sciences, his experience
at the organization, several initiatives of IKP,
opportunities for prospective incubatee, and some of
the success stories at the Park.
How do you view the journey of
IKP (formerly ICICI Knowledge
Park) since its inception?
IKP Knowledge Park was set up
in year 2000 through a publicprivate partnership (ICICI bank
and Government of Andhra
Pradesh) with an aim to promote
business driven research. Initially
Park provided land and built up
30
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laboratory space for lease or rent,
but slowly over the years it has
grown from just a rental model
(Real Estate Model) to an Innovation
hub. The key inflection point in this
journey was establishment of Life
Science Incubator (LSI) for nurturing
the start-up companies. There are
currently over 25 start-ups and
8 have already graduated. One
graduate company vizLaurusLabs,

which was the first incubatee at LSI,
is a multi-million dollar Company.
It is expected that within 5 years
many technologies/products will
find its way to market through these
incubated companies. LSI boasts
of being the best incubator in the
country (awarded best Incubator
in 2009 by National Science and
Technology
Entrepreneurship
Board (NSTEDB) and in year 2013
by Association of Biotechnology
Led Enterprises (ABLE).
Presence of big multinational
companies like DuPont, UPS along
with SMEs and start-ups in the
Park makes it an ideal place for
cross fertilization of ideas. This also
engenders an ecosystem in which
all the components of the value
chain in a Life Science technology/
product is embedded in the Park
itself.
LSI is recognized by Biotechnology
Industry
Research
Assistance
Council (BIRAC), Government
of India as National Incubator
comprising of high-end equipment/
facilities. It is also recognized by
NSTEDB and MSME. IKP has
earned the distinction of being first
ever BIRAC regional Centre and
also is one of the three partners
for administering Biotechnology
Ignition Grant (BIG). IKP has
received international funding from
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundationand
USAID to support inclusive
innovation especially in the area of
healthcare.
What kind of companies do you
incubate?
Companies in the Park that are
being Incubated are all startups (at the most 5 years old) and
cover broad areas of Life Sciences
such as Healthcare (Pharma and
Medical Devices and Diagnostics),
Food/Nutrition,
Agriculture,
Environmental Biotechnology and

Nurturing an Environment for Innovation

Industrial Biotechnology. However,
currently 50 per cent of the
Incubated Companies are working
in the area of Healthcare.
What role IKP has played so far in
this regard?
IKP has assumed the role of ideal
host institution to support LSI
which is set up as separate Division
within the Park - a section 25 nonfor-profit Company. The support
system involves lending land and
building and maintenance support.
What are the various steps
you have taken to take IKP’s
objectives ahead?
I have made an intensive effort to
mentor the incubatee companies.
Recognizing the value this brings
to the table, many start-ups are
agreeable to give 3-5 per cent of
equity as sweat equity to IKP. This
also has attracted many existing
start-ups in the fold of LSI.
I also have established many
institutional mechanisms of venture
creation such as forming teams
around promising technologies lying
on shelf in public R&D labs to spin
out companies, organizing national
level Business Plan competition to
encourage entrepreneurship (with
Live technologies), conducting
course work under which Live
Technologies are evaluated and
teams encouraged to take them
forward as entrepreneurs.
I
have
also
brought
Technopreneurship
Promotion
Programme (TePP) Outreach
Centre (TUC) and Scientific and
Industrial Research (SIRO) status
to LSI by Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research (DSIR). For
creating a seed Fund pool, I have
brought Technology Development
Board (TDB) Seed fund and
NSTEDB Seed fund to LSI. I also
was instrumental in creating a high-

end equipment facility under BIRAC
support.
Kindly discuss some of the major
success stories of the IKP?
Apart from the tremendous
success of Laurus labs, below are
two companies that have made an
impact in recent times:
Remidio Innovative Solutions
Pvt Ltd is an innovative product
development company, based out
of Bangalore, India, with a current
focus in the Healthcare space.
Remidio has a cross functional
team of optical engineers,
mechanical engineers, prototyping
engineers and product designers,
with a common vision of bringing
to market products that are
simple to use with key features
of particular relevance in the
developing nation context.
Remidio is currently working on
bringing to market innovative
product solutions in the field
of ophthalmology, based on
a fundamental technology
patent (2143/CHE/2011, PCT/
IB2011/053764) filed by the
company.
The patent relates to a novel
illumination design that provides
for high quality retinal imaging in
a compact device format, with
minimum number of optical
elements. Remidio DIGI DT/FFA the world’s first battery operated,
diagnostic Fundus Camera with
Fluorescein Angiography capability
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has been developed by Remidio.
Ophthalmologists have evinced
significant interest in these
products and the first 60 devices is
being manufactured.
The Company has received Rs 15.0
Lakhs of seed funding from LSI and
Rs 1.37 crore from Wellcome Trust
for developing the products.
RAS LifeSciences Pvt Ltd, which
joined LSI in 2010, is involved in
creating platform for low cost
molecular diagnostics. In the area
of Molecular diagnostics, currently
industry is dependent on imported
technology with high costs. The
Company’s mission is to provide
cost effective testing solutions
through in house R&D and share
this knowledge to improve the
accuracy of medical diagnosis.
The Company has built
expertise in RNA and
DNA analysis suiting
various platforms clinical, Agri, Plant,
GMO and Lab animal
studies. The company
has been involved in
developing innovative
molecular
detection
tools such as LAMP
based detection of TB
which is at launching
stage.

Does it confine only to biotech
firms or is it open to all types of
start-ups?
Currently, it is confined to broad
areas of Life Sciences.
Do you feel that the country
needs more of IKP-like initiatives
to help build up a robust startup
eco system in the country?

We need more of IKPs in our
country. A step in this direction
is expansion of IKP through
collaboration with like-minded
organizations across the country.

The success of the
company is evident by the fact
that Biomerieux SA, an MNC has
acquired a 60 per cent interest in
RAS Lifesciences Pvt. Ltd for EUR
1.6 million. The company has
received seed funding from LSI
and has also been funded under
BIPP scheme. The company has
also received extensive mentoring
and networking services from the
incubator.
What process IKP follows while
identifying potential winners?
The application for incubation is
32

screened internally after which a
Committee comprising of experts
critically examines the potential
Incubatees. Once selected the
Incubatees progress is monitored
rigorously. The winners display
invariably the enthusiasm, smart
work to take the idea forward,
resourcefulness and ability to
identify and fructify the potential
opportunity they come across in
their journey.
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Yes, we need more of IKPs in our
country. A step in this direction
is expansion of IKP through
collaboration with like-minded
organizations across the country.
What are the other different
initiatives the IKP has initiated to
promote entrepreneurship in the
country?
IKP has pan India mandate and
activities described in second
question above actually apply
throughout India.

Kindly describe your experience
at IKP?
I came from Academic/Research
background (PhD and PostDoctoral training) with only
foundation knowledge of business
(MBA). The last close to five
years span as Vice President of
LSI has helped me enormously
in understanding the Innovation
ecosystem, problems faced by
start-ups in Life Sciences domain
and, of course, understanding live
entrepreneurial life without burning
my own fingers.
Would you like to share any
interesting experience with our
readers?
Many entrepreneurs have shared
with me recently that
they would like to move
with me in case I take
up similar job at some
other place. This brings
a mixed feeling. On
one hand, I respect the
trust I have gained over
the years and, on the
other, I want the LSIIKP innovation hub to
sustain.
What
are
your
future plans as far as
promoting IKP and its initiatives
are concerned?
Expansion of LSI-IKP through
collaboration along the contours
described above.
What would be your message to
entrepreneurial aspirants?
Come and sculpt the future with
us! Government support is now
there, that had never been before.
Entrepreneurs need to tap this
effectively. TGA
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CHINA DREAM
REALITY & REPERCUSSIONS

Under President Xi Jinping, China is pursuing a ‘China Dream’ of renaissance
in the coming years, harking back to China’s glorious past. Is this just a political
slogan? Given China’s immense challenges, both domestic and external, to what
extent is the Dream attainable, if at all? Where does China stand so far and how
much further is the country capable of going? Above all, what are the implications
for India and the world order?
In this article, Andrew K P Leung, an International expert on China and Head
of Andrew Leung International Consultants limited, Hong Kong, does a reality
check on China Dream and also explores its implications for India and the rest
of the world. He reckons, “If there is one lesson in the China story for India, it
is the advantages of good infrastructure and administrative efficiency, and a
marshalled and dogged pursuit of carefully-thought-out development goals.
On China’s part, there is a lot to learn from India’s much more open and liberal
society and the soft power that it exudes, without which a true “China Dream” is
unlikely to be fully realized, let alone embraced by the rest of the world.”

I

n today’s multi-polar world, history’s pendulum
is swinging back to leading ancient civilizations
after their centuries of decline. According to
the Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA), a
Spanish bank and Goldman Sachs, the Emerging
and Growth Leading Economies (the EAGLEs,
including China, India, and Turkey) are together
expected to contribute 68 per cent to world growth
between 2012 and 2022. China and India are each
expected to contribute a higher share than the US.
The G7 economies together will add a mere 16 per
cent. By 2050, the combined economic weight of the
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top six EAGLEs are expected to be over two and half
times more than the economies of the US, Japan, the
UK, and Germany combined.By then, India would
be just behind the United States as the third largest
economy in the world, according to Global Sherpa
statistics.

Dynamics of China’s Economic Power
According to The Economist, China is likely to
overtake the US as the world’s largest economy by
2018 at market exchange rates. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) puts the date earlier, by 2016,
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on the basis of purchasing power
parity. As of February 2013, China
has surpassed the United States
as the world’s largest trading
nation. It has become the largest
trading partner for 124 countries
worldwide. The world’s top ten

6 million e-merchants on Taobao,
China’s e-Bay, registering an
annual compound growth of
120% since 2003. In October 2012,
Reuters reported that for the first
time, consumption (55 per cent)

China is not gold. China’s former
Premier Wen Jiaboa pointed out
repeatedly that the country’s
development
is
“unstable,
unbalanced, uncoordinated, and
unsustainable.” China is facing a
mountain of challenges, including

busiest container ports are mainly
in China including Hong Kong,
occupying the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th
and 8th positions, a testament to
the country’s status as the centre
of a global production and supply
chain. A question often asked is
whether China could rise above
export dependency to a more
consumer-oriented
economy.
According to the Brookings
Institution, China’s middle-class
is
expanding
exponentially,
from 12 per cent (157 million
consumers) now to 70 per cent of
China’s total population by 2030.
China’s mass affluent category
(those with household income of
$40,000 - $80,000 in purchasing
power parity terms) is expected
to grow from 9.8 per cent of the
population in 2005 to 36.4 per cent
by 2025. An estimated 80 per cent
of them are under 45 years of age.

exceeded investment (50 per
cent) in contribution to China’s
GDP growth. According to Credit
Suisse, rising from a fairly low
percentage (36 per cent) of the
GDP at present, China’s aggregate
consumption is expected to
surpass that of the United States
by 2020, thanks to sheer size
and accumulation of household
wealth.

rampant
corruption,
abuse
of power, acute inequalities,
ecological degradation, deficits
in the rule of law, human rights
violations, limitations of freedom
of expression, ethnic unrests,
imbalance between investment
and consumption, inefficient
allocation
of
capital,
and
worsening relations with Asian
neighbours. What is more, China’s
workforce is expected to dwindle
by 2015 as the demographic
dividend of a cheap labour pool is
being exhausted with a fast-aging
population profile, thanks to the
One Child Policy. So is the China
Dream attainable and sustainable?

China became the world’s largest
car market by 2010. The McKinsey
Global Institute reports that
China is now the world’s largest
e-commerce market, worth $190
billion in 2012. There are 130
million broadband accounts and

These dynamics are driven
by the largest and fastest
urbanization the world has ever
seen. According to the McKinsey
Global Institute, China is building
221 third and fourth-tier cities in
the inner provinces, each with a
population expected to be over
one million by 2025, compared
with 35 cities of such size in the
whole of Europe currently. In 20
years, China will have added 300
million urbanites, more than the
entire population of the United
States. This urbanization is in line
with a global trend.

Is
the
“China
Sustainable?

Dream”

Evidently, all that glitters in

Professor David Shambaugh, a
Senior Fellow at the Brookings
Institution, doubts if China can
achieve breakthrough innovations
under authoritarianism. The
specter of a collapse, like the
former USSR (referred to as
the “Soviet shadow”) serves
to reinforce political inertia,
entrenched by powerful vested
interests including the military
and large state-owned enterprises.
An assertive nationalism borne of
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centuries of victimhood feeds into
belligerence towards neighbors.
Professor Shambaugh’s wellplaced skepticism must be seen in
the following context:
• Economics
At the start of China’s 11th fiveyear plan (2006-10), the so-called
“five imbalances” had started
to be addressed. Initiatives have
been launched to hone a “nation
of innovation”. These included the
promotion of precisely the kind
of needed “soft infrastructure”
highlighted
by
Shambaugh:
education, science, cutting-edge
technologies, innovation, and
cultural creativity.
China has been churning out some
seven to eight million university
graduates a year. According to
the Center for American Progress,
by 2030 China will have some
200 million university graduates,
more than the entire American
workforce. In the current fiveyear plan (2011-15), a total of 35
projects are supported under
seven broad strategic categories:
energy saving and environmental
protection, next generation IT,
bio-industries, high-end assembly
and manufacturing, new energy
sources, new materials, and new
energy-powered cars. There is a
broad-based awareness that the
cheap labor pool is dwindling and
China must redouble its efforts to
respond to the challenges of the
“Lewis Turning Point” and the
“Middle Income Trap”.
The 2012 Report of the World
Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) shows that for the first
time, China as a developing
country tops the world in the
filing of patents, trademarks, and
industrial designs. According
to the Royal Society, China will
surpass the US in citations in
36
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scientific literature by end of 2013.
The Samsung Economic Research
Institute reports that in China,
“plans are underway for 1200
education facilities – or ‘talent
incubators’ – by 2020. The
government is also funding
initiatives to develop leaders
in philosophy, social science,
publishing, culture, the arts and
heritage protection. The goal is
to transform Chinese firms into
multinationals ranking among the
world’s top companies”
On the other hand, China is
mandating a target of 13 per cent
annual increase in minimum wage
to 2015. According to a report in
The Economist, owing to rising
costs, there is now a movement of
bringing outsourced productions
in China and elsewhere back home
to the United States. Moreover,
advanced
manufacturing
technologies such as robotics
and 3-D printing are making
labour intensive operations less
competitive overall.
Another reason is proximity
to home research facilities and
markets. There is also the sociopolitical angle as bringing jobs
back home wins popular kudos.
So how soon will China cease to
remain the factory of the world?
A blog in the Financial Times

(25 January, 2012) advances five
reasons why this is unlikely to
come about – China’s wealth
of outsourced skills, massive
economy of scale, excellent
infrastructure, central position in
the global supply chains, and huge
potential of future customers.
This is echoed in a podcast
by McKinsey experts. Indeed,
according to a special McKinsey
report,
notwithstanding
many obstacles, a new age of
manufacturing in China promises
to unfold with burgeoning
innovative talent and enterprises,
supported by the country’s rising
research and development. It
is instructive that China is also
starting to adopt 3-D printing
technologies
where
ever
appropriate.
While pollution remains a plague
in many parts of the country,
China is amongst the world
leaders in renewable energies,
including solar, wind, and hydro.
According to HSBC's Director
for Climate Change Strategy in
Asia-Pacific, the State Council
plans to grow China’s energysaving
and
environmental
protection industry by 15 per
cent a year – double the rate of
projected annual GDP growth –
to a market worth RMB4.5 trillion
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(USD734bn), or 6-7 per cent of
GDP by 2015. The tools to be used
include green credits, tax breaks,
innovative technologies, beefing
up environmental protection
laws and standards (for which
US$6.5 billion has been set aside),
and stringent enforcement of
EIAs (environmental impact
assessments). Beijing's resolve
was demonstrated in August
2013 when the Ministry of
Environmental Protection said
it would stop approving new
projects for Petro China and
Sinopec, China’s two largest
(and politically powerful) oil
producers and refiners, after they
failed to meet pollution targets for
two consecutive years.
• Socio-politics
As for the “Soviet shadow”
highlighted
by
Professor
Shambaugh, the Communist
Party is caught in a quandary.
“Extractive
institutions”
have resulted in an estimated
180,000 social unrests annually,
threatening the stability of the
whole regime. It is perhaps no
surprise that a set of reform
proposals in a 468-page World
Bank report were given the rare
imprimatur of the Development
Research Center of the State
Council. These include the
promotion of civil society, the
role of the media in monitoring
governance,
though
initially
only at the local level, and the
strengthening of rule of law.
Likewise instructive is the recent
example of Foxconn, Apple’s
main Chinese subcontractor with
1.2 million workers in Mainland
China. According to a report in
the Financial Times, the company
is allowed to invite help from the
US-based Fair Labor Association
(FLA) to train workers in voting
for representatives on 18,000

union committees.
Regarding
factional
vested
interests, the Bo Xilai Affair was
an epiphany that corruption and
vested interests must be reversed,
if not totally eradicated, including
those represented by monopolistic
state-owned enterprises. Fighting
corruption has been termed by
the leadership as a matter of “life
or death” for the Party and the
nation.
• International Stakeholder
Externally, China has grown too
big to ignore its own role in the
global commons. The country
is the largest contributor of
peacekeeping forces amongst
the permanent members of the
UN Security Council. China was
instrumental in brokering the
six-party talks on North Korea
and is recently beginning to take
a keener interest in addressing
conflicts in the Middle East.

Turning of the Tide
Benn Steil’s recent book “The
Battle
of
Bretton
Woods”
expounds on how the world’s
tide last turned shortly before the
end of the Second World War.
At that time the old superpower
Britain saw its strengths ebbing
as the British Empire crumbled
in India, the Middle East and
other parts of the world. Due

to War commitments and the
destruction of its economy at
home and abroad, Britain became
highly indebted to the then-rising
superpower, the United States.
The Bretton Woods negotiations
ended with the dismantling of the
old Sterling Area in favour of free
trade dominated by the United
States and the dollar, sidelining
the British Pound. This paved
the way for subsequent years of
American supremacy, which was
later consolidated in 1989 with the
collapse of the former USSR.
Now the tide is turning the
other way - from the West to
the East, from the developed
to the developing countries,
particularly China and India, and
from the US overall dominance to
multilateralism; notwithstanding
the views in some quarters
that the 21st will still remain
essentially an American Century.
Although China is still many
years behind the United States
in comprehensive world power,
China’s indisputable ascendancy
is perhaps exemplified by a recent
research finding that the RMB,
the Chinese yuan, has already
eclipsed the dollar as an ipso
facto “reference currency”. More
currencies now move in tandem
with the RMB than with the
greenback.
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The eclipse is helped by China’s
strategy of hastening the RMB’s
internationalization,
through
currency swaps, use of the RMB
for international settlements, and
issuance of RMB-denominated
bonds and other financial
instruments. China’s State Council
has recently called for a detailed
roadmap to achieve “basic” full
convertibility of the RMB by 2015.
Pending this eventuality, some
countries, including Australia and
Japan, have already allocated a
small percentage of their foreign
currency reserves (5 per cent in
the case of Australia) to the RMB.
Naturally,
even
with
full
convertibility, the RMB is unlikely
to displace the dominant role
of the US dollar anytime soon.
However, even if the RMB
becomes just one of several major
international reserve currencies
like the euro, the British Pound
or the Japanese yen, the change
in world dynamics is likely to
be dramatic because of the sheer
size of the Chinese economy. This
is likely to be compounded by
restrained or reduced investments
by China in US treasuries.
There seems an on-going attempt
by China to get out of what Paul
Krugman, the Nobel laureate in
economics and New York Times
columnist, calls, “China’s dollar
trap”.

Reconfigured Geopolitics
The 2008 National Intelligence
Report
outlined
America’s
declining global capacity to
lead in the wake of the financial
crises and wars in the Middle
East. This heralded the Foreign
Policy article “America’s Pacific
Century” by former Secretary of
State Hilary Clinton, ushering
in the US’ “Pivot to Asia”. This
reconfiguration of geopolitics
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has taken the form of boosting
regional military, diplomatic, and
economic ties with a large number
of countries neighboring China,
including the launch of a TransPacific Partnership (TPP), which,
tale-tellingly, still excludes China.
In response, China has supported
a
Regional
Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP)
which excludes the U.S. This
comprises 10 Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
members and their Free Trade
Agreement Partners (Australia,
China, India, Japan, the Republic
of Korea, and New Zealand) (33).
Redoubled American military
support has emboldened a
number of Asian countries on
long-standing territorial disputes
with China in the East and the
South China Seas. For China, apart
from the raw nerves of territorial
integrity, these waters are critical
Sea Lines of Communication
(SLOC) for the nation’s lifeblood
in terms of maritime trade and
energy imports from the Middle
East and other regions. They also
containa cornucopia of strategic
resources.Therefore, tension in
the region remains high.

The Importance of Central Asia
for China’s Energy Security
To ensure energy security, China

has in recent years developed a
network of gas and oil pipelines
in Central Asia and in Southwest
Asia, notably in Pakistan and
Myanmar. China is also building
a
Eurasian
transportation
network of railways, highways,
and associated maritime routes.
These infrastructures connect
the Gwadar Port in Pakistan
to the oil reserves in Iran and
onwards overland to pipelines
in Xinjiang province. Given
China’s strategic consideration of
bypassing vulnerable sea lanes
in the Pacific and India Oceans
and her substantial interest in
energy resources in Afghanistan,
this Eurasian overland network
is likely to assume increasing
importance.
A significant anchor of China’s
energy security is the Shanghai
Cooperation
Organization
(SCO). Since its foundation
in 2001, the SCO has been
widening
its
geographical
scope andoperational agenda.
Now, India, Pakistan, Iran,
Afghanistan, and Mongolia have
become Observer Countries;
Turkey,
Belarus,
and
Sri
Lanka have become Dialogue
Members; and ASEAN, CIS, and
Turkmenistan, Guest Attendees.
What distinguishes the SCO is its
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significant Islamic representation.
At a time of the global rise of
Islam, this gives the SCO special
gravitas to counterbalance the
influence of NATO in the region.

The growing importance of
Africa for China
Africa accounts for a third of
China’s crude oil imports. It is also
rich in terms of mineral and other
resources. For the first time in
many centuries, China surpassed
the U.S. as Africa’s leading
trading partner in 2012. China’s
state-sponsored financial loans
combined with various forms of
aid, grants, and investments have
outsized those of the World Bank.
China’s state-run radio and TV
networks have the largest number
of bureaus in Africa. There are
now 28 Confucius Institutes in
Africa as well as a “Peace Corp”
type program for Chinese young
volunteers.

The idea of a BRICS
Development Bank
At a declaration on 27 March 2013
concluding a summit in Durban,
South Africa, the BRICS countries
agreed to set up a development
bank primarily aimed at Africa.
It is too soon to conclude whether
the joint venture can work, as
each has its own agenda and
some mutual rivalry. The devil
is in the detail, which is still to be
hampered out.
Nevertheless, each BRICS member
is already proactively engaged in
the young continent. If successful,
this new BRICS initiative may turn
out to be an alternative to balance
against the World Bank and the
IMF. The latter are often viewed
by some developing countries as
West-dominated Bretton Woods
institutions geared towards a
“Washington Consensus” model
of fast-track liberalization and

democratisation, usually before
local conditions are ripe. Past
experience of this model is littered
with glaring examples offailures
as in the case of Argentina during
1999- 2002 and Asia during the
financial crisis of 1997-8.
Though their priorities may differ,
it is likely that BRICS can still
bind where it suits their common
interests. Given deep pockets
and increasing weight in Africa
and the rest of the developing
world, China is likely to try to win
the rapport of the other BRICS
members to make the proposed
new development bank a credible
success story.

China’s Military and Security
Developments 2013
The U.S. Department of Defense
has released its 2013 Annual
Report to Congress on the state and
development of China's military.
According to the comprehensive
report, China has dramatically
improved a wide-range of
military capabilities including
A2/AD (Anti-Access/Area Denial,
C4ISR
(Command,
Control,
Communications,
Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance), survivable longrange nuclear deterrence, nuclear
submarines, guided missiles,
stealth
fighters,
complexenvironment information-warfare
(IW), cyber warfare, space warfare,
and civil-military integration.
The Pentagon Report nevertheless
notes that China's military is
primarily defensive, in particular
over Taiwan and its other
territorial claims in the East
and South China Seas, as well
as guarding vital Sea Lines of
Communication (SLOC). The
latter, however, would necessitate
the expansion of China's bluewater navy and military projection

to distant shores, supported by
the development of longer-range
transport planes.
Professor Andrew Erickson of the
Naval Defense College offers an
in-depth assessment of China's
military fortes (40). This highlights
China's nuclear-powered ballisticmissile submarines (SSBNs),
nuclear attack submarines, the
world's only long-range antiship ballistic missiles (ASBMs)
with a range over 1,500 km, and
a probable program of building
multiple aircraft carriers. These
are said to aim at distant "access
points” in the form of agreements
for refuelling, replenishment,
crew
rest,
and
low-level
maintenance, possibly in the
Malacca, Lombok and Sunda
Straits, some of the “choke points”
along China’s vital sea lanes.
The development of a credible
blue-water navy is supported by
China’s world-class shipbuilding
and nanotechnology capabilities.
The Report also highlights the
efforts of China's military to
provide common goods such as
anti-piracy, UN peace-keeping
operations,
and
confidencebuilding joint military exchanges
and exercises, including those
with the United States and other
non-allied nations.
There is little doubt that
China now possesses credible
deterrence against any aggression,
especially critical threats to
her “core interests” of national
security,
territorial
integrity,
regime stability, and economic
development.
The Report refers to China's
identification of the first two
decades of the 21st century as a
rare window of opportunity to
grow "comprehensive national
power" in order to attain the
status of a global power. It hints
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at China’s increasing interest and
capability in projecting power
further afield. It emphasizes the
need for the United States to
remain vigilant in managing USChina relations during China's
ascendance in order to safeguard
American interests as well as
world peace and regional stability
in the Asia Pacific.

Soft Power
Meanwhile, China is embarking
on a long-term mission to
promote the country’s softpower, including Confucianism
and other aspects of China’s
culture and heritage. However,
notwithstanding the gravitas of
China’s economy and growing
world-wide interests in the
Chinese language, doubts remain
about the merits of the so-called
“Beijing Consensus”, even though
China has repeatedly stressed
that her own unique development
model is not meant to be copied.
In any case, until the country
succeeds in showcasing a heart
and soul that appeal to the spirit
of the times, China is unlikely to
have many unreserved followers.

Strategic vision of Global
Rebalancing
Zbigniew Brzezinski, a doyen
in foreign policy, offers a grand
strategy for the United States to
advance its national interest in
his new book “Strategic Vision:
America and the Crisis of Global
Power”. There are two main
strands in Brzinksy’s Strategic
Vision: a renewed “Larger West”
by drawing Russia and Turkey
into the European Union (EU)
through gradual democratization
and eventual conformity with
Western norms. The second,
and inter-related, strand is the
“Complex East”, where U.S.
best interest would be served by
40
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acting as “regional balancer”,
“replicating the role played by
the United Kingdom in intraEuropean politics during the
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Seemingly echoing
America’s “Asian pivot”, he
suggests that the United States
“should help Asian states avoid a
struggle for regional domination
by mediating conflicts and
offsetting
power
imbalances
among potential rivals”.
However, contrary to the popular
rhetoric of American military
power projection in the AsiaPacific, he points out that “the
United States must recognize that
stability in Asia can no longer
be imposed by a non-Asian
power, least of all by the direct
application of US military power.
Indeed, U.S. efforts to buttress
Asian stability could prove selfdefeating, propelling Washington
into a costly repeat of its recent
wars, potentially even resulting
in a replay of the tragic events of
Europe in the twentieth century.
If the United States fashioned an
anti-Chinese alliance with India
(or, less likely, with Vietnam)
or promoted an anti-Chinese
militarization in Japan, it could
generate
dangerous
mutual
resentment”. He recognizes that
“in the twenty-first century,
geopolitical equilibrium on the
Asian mainland cannot depend
on external military alliances with
non-Asian powers”.
Instead, Brzezinski advocates that
America “should respect China's
special historic and geopolitical
role in maintaining stability
on the Far Eastern mainland.
Engaging with China in a dialogue
regarding
regional
stability
would not only help reduce the
possibility of US-Chinese conflicts
but also diminish the probability

of
miscalculation
between
China and Japan, or China and
India, and even at some point
between China and Russia over
the resources and independent
status of the Central Asian
states. Thus, the United States'
balancing engagement in Asia
is ultimately in China's interest,
as well.” The lynchpin of this
realist strategy is a “US-JapaneseChinese cooperative triangle” to
be nurtured through progressive,
but lasting reconciliation between
China and Japan, similar to that
between France and German and
between Germany and Poland
after World War II.
In this
context, “the guiding principle
of the United States should be
to uphold U.S. obligations to
Japan and South Korea while not
allowing itself to be drawn into
a war between Asian powers.”
“In that context, China should
not view U.S. support for Japan's
security as a threat, nor should
Japan view the pursuit of a closer
and more extensive U.S.-Chinese
partnership as a danger to its own
interests. A deepening triangular
relationship could also diminish
Japanese concerns over the yuan's
eventually becoming the world's
third reserve currency, thereby
further consolidating China's
stake in the existing international
system and mitigating U.S.
anxieties over China's future
role”.
What is perhaps the most striking
in Brzezinski’s China engagement
strategy is his recognition of and
suggestions for adopting a more
accommodative approach to the
three sticking points in US-China
relations: US reconnaissance
operations on the edges of China’s
territorial waters or within China’s
economic zone; manoeuvres
over US commitments to Japan
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and South Korea; and a longterm solution over Taiwan in the
light of improving cross-Strait
relations. Brzezinski suggests that
the first of these sticking points
be resolved in the near future,
the second over the course of the
next several years, and the third
probably within a decade or so.
Brzezinski’s
whole
rationale
is summarized in his opening
remarks –

between the world’s extant
superpower and its perceived
challenger, President Obama and
President Xi Jinping, respectively,
chose to meet in a California ranch
during 7-8 June. The unspoken ongoing agenda is to map out a new
mode of engagement between
these two powerful countries to
avoid the risks of repeating past
world calamities during former
periods of global power transition.

“The United States' central China’s Challenges – Aplenty
challenge over the next several and Unresolved
decades is to revitalize itself, Metaphorically, China has now
while promoting a larger West grown into a 1,000 pound panda
and buttressing a complex
balance in the East
that can accommodate
China's rising global
If there is one lesson in the
status. A successful
China story for India, it is the
U.S. effort to enlarge
advantages of good infrastructure
the West, making it the
world's most stable
and administrative efficiency,
and democratic zone,
and a marshalled and dogged
would seek to combine
pursuit of carefully-thought-out
power with principle. A
cooperative larger West
development goals.
- extending from North
America and Europe
through Eurasia (by eventually whose presence in the global
embracing Russia and Turkey), all commons can no longer be ignored
the way to Japan and South Korea or belittled. It is no longer feasible
- would enhance the appeal of the for China to continue to hide her
West's core principles for other light under the bushel by slavishly
cultures, thus encouraging the following Deng Xiaoping’s earlier
gradual emergence of a universal 24-word dictum of caution. When
democratic political culture.”
the full productivity begins to be
Drawing
distinction
from unleashed of a fifth of mankind in
historical geopolitics governing the centre of a global supply and
the separate fates of the Eastern production chain, it is only natural
and Western Roman Empires, that the existing world order is
Brzezinski opines that in a shaken and needs to change to
globalized and inter-connected accommodate this reality.
world, “the West and the East In her own way, China will
cannot keep aloof from each continue to reform and modernize
other: their relationship can only to maintain the Party’s legitimacy
be either reciprocally cooperative
However, notwithstanding impreor mutually damaging”.
ssive achievements, the country is
It is no coincidence that at this still mired in herculean challenges,
critical juncture of relations economic,
social,
political,

environmental and international.
Even when its economy manages
to exceed that of the United States
by a large margin by 2050, China
will by then still remain a middleincome
developing
country,
similar to the level of Turkey in
relative per capita GDP terms,
thanks to her huge and rapidlyaging population. China is likely
to grow old before becoming truly
rich.
Doubts
about
China’s
declared
peaceful
intentions
notwithstanding, it is clear that the
country can ill afford illusions of
hegemony. Moreover, in the midst
of a breathless transition
and
transformation,
China needs all the
harmony in the world,
both domestically and
internationally, to stay
on an even keel.
As the world becomes
more
multi-polar
and entails more rebalancing, India as a
developing
country
is likely to find more
in common with China than in
conflict. In the final analysis, there
is no denying that China is keenly
aware that she needs to build her
strengths to compete globally.
If there is one lesson in the
China story for India, it is the
advantages of good infrastructure
and administrative efficiency,
and a marshalled and dogged
pursuit of carefully-thought-out
development goals.
On China’s part, there is a lot to
learn from India’s much more
open and liberal society and the
soft power that it exudes, without
which a true “China Dream” is
unlikely to be fully realized, let
alone embraced by the rest of the
world. TGA
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National
Pension
System
Not an Effective Option!
There is a need for an overhaul of NPS to make it a really useful instrument for
retirement planning, says M G Warrier, ex-GM, RBI.

T

he
Pension
Funds
Regulations
and
Development
Authority
(PFRDA) Bill, 2011 was passed
by Rajya Sabha on September 6,
2013. The bill had been passed
in the Lok Sabha on the previous
day. Once the bill gets the assent
of the President, the Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority, which has been
functioning under ‘executive
authority’
(read
‘without
legislative mandate’) after coming
into existence in 2003, gets a
legitimacy of sorts. Good news
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for Yogesh Agarwal, Chairman,
PFRDA.
Beyond
that,
the
legislation does not bring much
solace either to the employees
covered by the New Pension
System (hereafter ‘NPS’) or to
those 90 per cent workforce which
were not covered earlier by any
pension scheme, and for whose
benefit NPS is being supposedly
introduced.
For the uninitiated, the main
features and architecture of the
National Pension System can be
summarized as under:

n	The National pension system
would be based on defined
contributions. It will use the
existing network of bank branches
and post offices, etc., to collect
contributions. There will be
seamless transfer of accumulations
in case of change of employment
and/or location. It will also offer
a basket of investment choices
and fund managers. The National
pension system will be voluntary.
n	The system would, however,
be mandatory for new recruits to
the Central Government service
(except the armed forces). The

National Pension System

monthly contribution would
be 10 per cent of the salary and
DA to be paid by the employee
and matched by the Central
Government. However, there
will be no contribution from
the Government in respect
of individuals who are not
government employees. The
contributions and returns thereon
would be deposited in a nonwithdrawable pension account.
The existing provisions of defined
benefit pension and GPF (Group
Provident Fund) would not be
available to the new recruits in the
central Government service.
In addition to the above
pension account, each individual
can have a voluntary tier-II
withdrawable account at his/
her option. Government will
make no contribution into this
account. These assets would be
managed in the same manner as
the pension. The accumulations
in this account can be withdrawn
anytime without assigning any
reason.
n Individuals can normally
exit at or after age 60 years from
the pension system. At exit, the
individual would be required
to invest at least 40 per cent of
pension wealth to purchase an
annuity. In case of government
employees, the annuity should
provide for pension for the
lifetime of the employee and
his dependent parents and his
spouse at the time of retirement.
The individual would receive
a lump sum of the remaining
pension wealth, which he/she
would be free to utilize in any
manner. Individuals would have
the flexibility to leave the pension
system prior to age 60. However,
in this case, the mandatory
annuitization would be 80 per

cent of the pension wealth.
n	There will be one or more
central record keeping agency
(CRA), several pension fund
managers (PFMs) to choose
from which will offer different
categories of schemes.
n	The participating entities
(PFMs, CRA, etc.) would give out
easily understood information
about past performance and
regular NAVs so that the
individual would be able to make
informed choices about which
scheme to choose.
The PFRDA website gives the
following details about the
progress of NPS so far:
“PFRDA was established by
Government of India on 23rd
August, 2003. The Government
has, through an executive
order dated 10th October 2003,
mandated PFRDA to act as a
regulator for the pension sector.
The mandate of PFRDA is
development and regulation of
pension sector in India.
The National Pension System
reflects
Government’s
effort
to find sustainable solutions
to the problem of providing
adequate retirement income. As
a first step towards instituting
pensionary reforms, Government
of India moved from a defined
benefit pension to a defined
contribution-based
pension
system by making it mandatory
for its new
recruits (except
armed forces) with effect from
1st January, 2004. Since 1st April,
2008, the pension contributions of
Central Government employees
covered by the National Pension
System (NPS) are being invested
by professional Pension Fund
Managers in line with investment
guidelines of the Government

applicable to non-Government
Provident Funds.
Twenty eight (28) State/UT
Governments have also notified the
National Pension System for their
new employees. Of these, 24 states
have already signed agreements
with the intermediaries of the
NPS architecture appointed by
PFRDA for carrying forward the
implementation of the National
Pension System. The other States
are in the process of finalization of
documentation.
NPS has been made available
to every citizen from 1st May,
2009 on a voluntary basis. The
NPS architecture is transparent
and will be web-enabled.
It
would allow a subscriber to
monitor his/her investments and
returns under NPS. The choice
of Pension Fund Manager and
the investment option would
also rest with the subscriber. The
design allows the subscriber to
switch his/her investment options
as well as pension funds. The
facility for seamless portability
and switch between PFMs is
designed to enable subscribers to
maintain a single pension account
throughout their saving period.
PFRDA has set up a Trust under
the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 to
oversee the functions of the PFMs.
The NPS Trust is composed of
members representing diverse
fields and brings wide range
of talent to the regulatory
framework. The National Pension
System has been designed to
enable the subscriber to make
optimum decisions regarding his/
her future and provide for his/her
old-age through systemic savings
from the day he/she starts his/her
employment. It seeks to inculcate
the habit of saving for retirement
amongst the citizens.
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• General Provident Fund out of
employees’ contributions. Open
to government employees.

PFRDA also intends to intensify
its effort towards financial
education and awareness as a
part of its strategy to protect the
interest of the subscribers.

• Employees Provident Fund
Scheme for employees in firms
with 20 or more employees and
Employees
Pension
Scheme,
both envisaging contributions by
employee and employer.

PFRDA’s efforts are an important
milestone in the development
of a sustainable and efficient
voluntary defined contribution
based pension system in India.”

• Public
Provident
Fund
maintained with State Bank of
India, select Post Offices and
other designated banks. Open to
all individuals.

The Defined Contribution-based
New Pension Scheme (NPS) has
replaced the Defined Benefitbased Pension Scheme and has
been made compulsory for central • Annuity schemes marketed by
government
staff
(excluding insurance companies including
defence personnel, in the first LIC.
stage) joining service
from January 1, 2004. A
The central government
slightly different version
of
NPS,
somewhat
employees covered by the NPS
similar to retirement
are two-way losers. One, the
benefit schemes offered
huge costs savings for the
by Mutual Funds, has
also been thrown open
government in pension payout
for subscription to the
by the switchover to the defined
public.
This article takes a
view of NPS for central
government employees
and being gradually introduced
by public sector organizations
including banks.

contribution pension system...

How the NPS came in Vogue
Before the introduction of the
New Pension Scheme following
the budget announcement of
2003-2004, the major pension/
retirement benefit schemes in
operation, in addition to the
Defined Benefit-based Pension
Scheme, which was available for
government and public sector
employees, were:
• Government Pension Scheme
administered by central and state
governments, financed through
budgetary provisions.
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The
Central
government
employees who were in service
as on December 31, 2003 have a
Defined Benefit Pension Scheme.
According to a 2008 estimate, the
net present value of the pension
liabilities of central government
now being met on a Pay As
You Go basis was Rs 3,35,628
crore (6th Pay Commission
Report,2008). Considering this
staggering liability which grows
proportionately with rise in
inflation rate and periodical
revision in pay structure, Central
Budget, 2003-04 contained a
proposal to introduce the new
restructured defined contribution
pension system for new entrants

to central government service.
The New Pension Scheme (NPS)
for new entrants to central
government service from January
1, 2004, except to Armed Forces,
in the first stage, replacing the
existing system of defined benefit
pension system was introduced
through a notification dated
December 22, 2003.
For those who get unduly
perturbed by the pension liability
of government, a word of solace
comes from the following media
report about Pension System in
the United States:
“Using

a more conservative
method of accounting
for financial gains in the
marketplace, there is a
$4.1 trillion gap between
assets and liabilities
— known as the
“unfunded liability” —
of all state-level pension
systems in the United
States, according to
State Budget Solutions,
a fiscally conservative
think tank that deals
with tax and spending issues at
the state level.”

Double Trouble!
The
central
government
employees covered by the
NPS are two-way losers. One,
the huge costs savings for the
government in pension payout
by the switchover to the defined
contribution pension system
from the defined benefit pension
system is a direct charge on the
overall remuneration package
this category of employees are
entitled to. Two, they do not have
a window to air their grievances
in this respect because the loss is
not immediately felt and the full
impact of the change will be felt

National Pension System

only after 30 years or so when
those who joined the service in
January 2004 start retiring. It
is also true that the anticipated
savings in pension expenditure
will also start accruing to the
government only by then.
A time-tested social security
arrangement available to a section
of employees has thus disappeared
without any alternative system
in place. When one refers to
social
security
arrangement,
one has in mind all pensionary
benefits including family pension.
While in the private sector and
profit making public sector
undertakings employees have an
opportunity to bargain and settle
remuneration based on their skill
and market realities, government
employees and those employed in
quasi-government and statutory
bodies are a helpless lot whose
bargaining power is stifled in the
name of public interest. It is in this
context that they deserve a special
treatment at least in respect of
social security arrangements like
pensionary benefits.
The conscious exclusion of the
category of employees covered
by the NPS from the Sixth Pay
Commission’s purview while
referring pensionary benefits for
the Commission’s review made it
unnecessary for the Commission
to even examine the impact of the
change in the pension eligibility in
the overall remuneration package
of this category of employees. It
is another matter that because
the introduction of NPS was at a
time the Indian equities market
was performing fairly well,
there was a general feeling that
pension funds are going to bring
attractive returns. The 8 per cent
return given by the government

on pension funds, so far, speaks
volumes in this regard.

BENEFITS OF NPS

Till two years ago, there were
no thoughts in the minds of
authorities on the arrangements
for payment of compensation/
Family Pension to the survivors
of central government employees
who joined service on or after
January 1, 2004 and died in
harness. When several such cases
came up, as an afterthought,
in 2009, the Centre made some
interim arrangements in this
regard and decided to make
provisional payment of Family
Pension to such survivors under
Rule 54 of the Central Civil
Services (Pension) Rules, 1972.
Such payments were subject to an
undertaking to be furnished by
the pensioner ‘to refund or adjust
the provisional payments……
out of the final entitlements as
sanctioned by the Government at
a future date.’ Such uncertainty
and imposition of future liability
is unheard of in the case of
pension payment

Some of the benefits of the
National Pension System
(NPS) are:

The stated objective of reducing
the huge burden from Defined
Benefit Pension Scheme by
introduction
of
Defined
Contribution Pension Scheme is
not convincing as the financial
burden is unlikely to come down
in the near future.
It will be imperative for
government to address issues like
family pension, reasonable return
on pension funds and review the
adequacy of the present 10 per cent
contribution from government
and employees to ensure a post
retirement lifestyle commensurate
with that the employees are
used to, during their active
service. It does not require much
calculation to observe that in the

• It is transparent –NPS
is transparent and cost
effective system wherein the
pension contributions are
invested in the pension fund
schemes and the employee
will be able to know the
value of the investment on
day to day basis.
• It is simple - All the
subscriber has to do, is to
open an account with his/
her nodal office and get
a Permanent Retirement
Account Number (PRAN).
• It is portable - Each
employee is identified by
a unique number and has
a separate PRAN which is
portable i.e., will remain
same even if an employee
gets transferred to any other
office.
• It is regulated – NPS is
regulated by Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority- External website
that opens in a new window,
with transparent investment
norms & regular monitoring
and performance review of
fund managers by NPS TrustExternal website that opens
in a new window.
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existing form, the NPS will land
the employees covered under
the scheme, by the time they
retire, in a very disadvantageous
position compared to their
predecessors who enjoy Defined
Benefit Pension Scheme, as the
Government’s own estimates
show a much larger outgo than
the ten per cent contribution
envisaged under NPS, for meeting
the pensionary liabilities under
the previous scheme.
On part of the employees, a
conscious effort to understand
the scenario and factor in these
concerns in their savings habits
and also in future bargains of
salary structure will be necessary.

Legal Status Questioned
The State Bank Staff Union
(Kerala) had approached Kerala
High Court with a plea to quash
implementation of the New
Pension Scheme (NPS) in State
Bank of India. The main plea is
for a direction to revert those
recruited on or after August 1,
2010 back to the existing pension
scheme in SBI. High Court has
passed interim order directing
that amounts contributed by
employees towards NPS fund be
kept in a separate account and be
maintained with the trustee bank.
Primarily, the following grounds
for the petition may appear
technical:
• Defined Contribution Pension
Scheme (DCPS) / NPS was
made applicable to those joining
services in banks which were
party to 9th Bipartite Wage
Settlement between Indian Banks
Association(IBA) and unions
in banks (other than SBI and
Associates and some of the New
Generation Private Sector Banks),
on or after April 1, 2012.
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• According to the petitioner,
SBI was not party to the Bipartite
Settlement insofar as pensionrelated matters were concerned.
• Central Board of SBI decided
on November 8, 2010 that
all employees joining SBI in
permanent scale on or after
August 1, 2010, shall be offered
only the benefits of DCPS. Union’s
contention is that the SBI Act did
not empower the central board to
amend pension fund rules, that
too with retrospective effect.

Needed, a Better Retirement
Planning Tool!
In a recent media interview,
PFRDA
Chairman
Yogesh
Agarwal asserted that ‘NPS is
designed to offer pension to every
worker.’ As things stand now and
the way in which NPS is being
marketed today, no one can find
fault with the general feeling that
let alone NPS being a shelter for
the worker not covered by any
formal retirement benefit schemes
now, but it is posing a threat to
existing established retirement
plans in the organized sector.
NPS has already dismantled
defined benefit pension scheme
in the organized sector. Its next
target is the provident and
pension schemes now being
administered fairly satisfactorily
by the Employees Provident Fund
Organization, as already there are
talks about NPS subsuming EPF
schemes.
Though government and to
some extent the media have been
marketing NPS as a solution
for social security problems of
future ‘senior citizens’ of India,
it is common knowledge that
the scheme was introduced
through back-door to get over
the impossible task of starting to

make provision for an estimated
pension liability of nearly 4
lakh crore rupees when 6th Pay
Commission was finalizing its
report in 2006.
Other than the new central
government employees who
joined service from January 1,
2004 and others (state government
and PSU employees) for whom
NPS was made compulsory,
effective various dates thereafter
whose contribution adds up to
about 85 per cent of the Rs.35,000
crore corpus mentioned by
PFRDA Chairman, the receipt
from the 90 per cent workforce
outside the organized sector so far
is admittedly too low at Rs.5,000
crore.
All these point to the need for
an overhaul of NPS to make it
a really useful instrument for
retirement planning. Otherwise,
next generation will brand it a
parasite which killed existing
social security systems in India. TGA
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Pension Pains

Insights from SBI’s Experience

Although it does seem that Indian Seniors have a long way to catch up, however,
with better sanitation, food and old-age care a large proportion of the elderly
population could easily reach the global standards within one generation. And
therefore, the rising cost due to the increase in old-age demographics in general
and people living longer in particular is something that we in India will have
to consider sooner than expected, says Dr.Chandra A. Poojari, Prof. of Finance,
School of Business Management, NMIMS, Mumbai.
The State Bank of India (SBI) has decided to set
aside Rs.2,400 crore ($267 mn) every year due to the
revised actuarial calculation of Life Expectancy of its
pensioners. Globally, countries and organizations are
struggling how best to cope with increased longevity
of its Senior citizens. In the US, for instance, every
day 10,000 people turn 65 years. The percentage of
over 65 years old which is around 13 per cent (about
39 MM) is set to rise to 19 per cent of the population
by 2030. The US government spends around 14 per
cent of its budget, around $472 bln, on Medicaid a
project that provides health cover to over 65’s and/
or disables. The only other component of the budget
greater than Medicaid is the 19 per cent ($690 bln)
spent of defence and foreign aid. Similarly in the UK,
16 per cent (10 MM people) of the population are
over 65 years old which are likely to increase to 26
per cent by 2060. The UK government spends 20 per
cent (£ 138 MM, $214 MM) of its budget on pensions
and 18 per cent on healthcare (most of which is old

age care). Fortunately, SBI is not in the position of
British Telecom whose pension liability stands at
twice its equity market value.

The pain point
The fundamental difficulty with old-age mortality
is the lack of good quality and granular data. This
is not surprising since the typical life insurance
company underwrites medical insurance risks
of younger aged individuals who are in their 30s
and 40s. Although, some academics have made
concerted efforts to create a database of old age
mortality (Kannisto-Thatcher Database) for the
general population. Over the last 5 years in the US
and to some extent UK, there is increasing expertise
in underwriting the medical risk of Senior citizens.
Medical Underwriters review the medical records of
an individual and apply debits in case the individual
has life-threatening medical conditions or credits
incase the health is better than that of average
population. The Brackenridge’s manual -the same
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used by Swiss Re to underwrite
reinsurance life risks-is often used
to allot the magnitude of debits/
credits. The debits/credit spreads
are applied to the base mortality
curve to calculate the individual
speciﬁc Life Expectancy.

Addressing the Challenge
To remove the risk of rising costs
(due to low returns, increasing
longevity
and
increased
regulatory requirements) pension
sponsors are increasingly looking
towards Capital Markets to insure
some or all of their pension scheme
obligations. This usually comes at
a cost - but not always in the form
of an up-front premium. These
types of transactions are known as
bulk annuity policies and can be
structured in two ways: through
either a buy-out or a buy-in. With
a buy-out the scheme’s liabilities
are transferred to the insurer
and the sponsor’s obligation to
the members is extinguished. On
the contrary, under a buy-in, the
policy is held by the trustees’ and
is effectively a scheme asset which
pays the members’ beneﬁts.
Recently, the 4 US states -Texas,
California, New Jersey and New
York - have enacted law that
allows US Seniors to sell their life
insurance policy to fund medical
expenses. Consider a situation of
78 years old and in poor health
who needs nursing care but does
not have much assets other than
a life insurance policy purchased
over 30 years ago. The transaction
known as Life Settlements allows
Seniors to obtain market value
for their redundant life insurance
policy. The Life Settlements
market started in 2002 and
over the years several Private
Equity and Hedge Funds have
recognized Life Settlements as an
alternate asset class that provides
uncorrelated and high returns.
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One famous investor in this
asset class is Mr. Warren Buffet-a
person well reputed to make
shrewd investment decisions. The
actuarial tables from the Society
of Actuaries are often used to
price the life insurance policies.
These tables are based on age
and gender, the current table was
produced in 2008 and the next
revised table is due on 2014.
Interestingly SBI has recognized
that its retired staff lives
considerably longer than the
general Indian population. Some
of the more sophisticated asset
managers involved in US Life
Settlements already price the life
risk due to the disparities in net
worth, education, social network
as major drivers of longevity of
elderly. In the language of the
industry, these individuals who
typically are marathon running,
green-tea
drinking,
tennis
playing 70 years olds are called
preferred risks. For instance, the
typical old-school bankers from
SBI are by nature risk-averse,
therefore likely to follow the
doctor’s prescription diligently,
perform regular exercise such as
yoga, and importantly have wide
network of friends. In the Indian
banking context the outgoing RBI
governor, Dr. Subbarao was seen
running the Mumbai marathon
and the current governor Dr.
Rajan is known to be particular
about the exercise schedule. These
indicate towards no respite for SBI
in its pension liabilities.
There will be difficult public
policy decisions to consider such
as:
• Would it be mandatory for
each and every citizen to have a
pension scheme?
• To
what
extent
would
government
support
elderly
care and what should be the

individual’s own contribution?
• Can capital markets be
motivated to provide new
insurance product to allow
people to save for extended life
spans?
• Would it be possible to make
life insurance policies tradable in
India? How will the moral risk be
controlled?
• To what extent can Seniors
monetize their existing assets,
such as property, to fund old-age
care?
The average LE at birth for Indian
males is 66 years and that for
females is 70 years. A person
retiring at age 60, however, is on
average likely to live for another
15.72 years (Males) and 17.69
years (Females) [4], the average
being 16.69 years. By extending
the LE for its retired from 76 years
to 81 years, SBI has implicitly
recognized the superior medical
condition of its retirees. Thus a 60
year old SBI banker is expected to
live for 21 years that is almost a 5
years longer than a normal 60 year
old Indian. But, still less than the
average 60 year olds from Japan
(25.5 years), Singapore (24.64
years), UK (23.58 years), and US
(23 years ).
Although it does seem that
Indian Seniors have a long way
to catch up, however, with better
sanitation, food and old-age care
a large proportion of the elderly
population could easily reach
the global standards within one
generation. And therefore, the
rising cost due to the increase in
old-age demographics in general
and people living longer in
particular is something that we in
India will have to consider sooner
than expected.
(The author is grateful to Dr. Paritosh
Basu’s insightful remarks) TGA

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Deal
Ever since Microsoft, the Redmond, USbased, software giant announced its muchanticipated acquisition of the embattled
Finnish mobile phone giant Nokia’s handset
business and license its patents for $7.2
billion in early September this year, it has
elicited mixed responses, with a majority of
experts expressing deep concerns over the
desktop operating system major’s audacious
yet seemingly risky foray into fiercely
competitive mobile devices market.
The deal brings two embattled firms
together: while Nokia has been struggling to
compete in the lucrative Smartphone market
now dominated by its once nimbler rivals
Apple and Samsung, MS is looking beyond
the fast fading O/S. In essence, with two
firms chasing the same market (Smartphone)
and having been up against the same
set of enemies, joining hands seemed a
better option! But does the Microsoft-Nokia
(handset business) combine has the secret
sauce to make the merger work?
“Two weak businesses joining is not a recipe
for success, but since the Smartphone
market is the joining of wireless and
computing, adding Nokia’s wireless to
Microsoft’s computing makes sense, on
paper at least,” opines Jeff Kagan, one of the
top technology industry analysts, based in
the US. “Choosing the right next CEO will be
the answer to that question,” he avers in his column developed exclusively for
The Global ANALYST.
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T

he Microsoft-Nokia deal wireless marketplace is starting
was not a total surprise. We the next shift now. Who will lead
have watched Microsoft this, going forward? Will it be
and Nokia work together over companies like Apple, Google
the last few years trying to make and Samsung or will it be new
a dent in the Smartphone market, companies with new ideas?
although they have achieved
For MS, It’s time now for a new
only a moderate level of success
Leader
so far. They have grown from
Every leader has a brief period
roughly 3 to 4 per cent. However,
of time when they can add value.
this is against Google Android
Steve Ballmer increased the value
and Apple iPhone who control
of Microsoft during the last decade
roughly 90 per cent of the market.
or two. However it’s time for a
Most observers seem to think this
new leader now. It has been time
merger is a disaster, but I take a
for the last several years. We can
wait and see approach. The Nokia
understand the delay since it was
deal will either blossom allowing
people like Gates and Ballmer who
MS to rapidly grow
on the Smartphone
side
of
their
Microsoft should not think
business, or it will
that by acquiring Nokia
make no difference
at all. We’ll just have
that their troubles are over.
to sit back and see
That’s what Blackberry thought
what happens over
two years ago and today
the next year or two.
Two weak businesses
joining is not a
recipe for success,
but since the Smartphone market
is the joining of wireless and
computing,
adding
Nokia’s
wireless to Microsoft’s computing
makes sense, on paper at least.
But the billion dollar question
is: do they have the secret sauce
to make it work? Choosing the
right next CEO will be the answer
to that question. Remember the
wireless business transforms
itself every few years. This super
Smartphone market which we
are in right now started just six
years ago when the first Apple
iPhone and Google Android
devices hit the marketplace. The
50
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created Microsoft. Ballmer wanted
to lead it into the next big step. The
problem is that the marketplace has
changed. There is a need to adopt
new and different approaches/
thinking to win over the new
competitors and technology. That’s
why it’s time for a new leader. I
think Microsoft can indeed be a
rapidly growing company again, if
gets the right leader.

Nokia deal, not the end of woes
for the O/S giant
Both Microsoft and Nokia were
industry leaders. Both have
struggled in recent years to hang

on to that level of achievement.
They are not alone. There are
many other companies who were
leaders who are also struggling
to turnaround. Look at Motorola
as another example. Microsoft
should not think that by acquiring
Nokia that their troubles are over.
That’s what Blackberry thought
two years ago and today they are
still in trouble.

Smartphones: Set to enter the
next level
I see the global Smartphone market
continuing to grow and expand.
Today we don’t leave our homes
without our Smartphone, our keys
and our wallet. Tomorrow
we’ll only have to remember
our Smartphone. It will open
our doors, start our cars, and
contain everything that’s in
our wallet today.
The Smartphone is growing
into the remote control for
our lives. It will continue
to grow with innovation
and will impact every other
industry like automotive,
healthcare, retail and more.
It will be one of many devices
we carry along with tablets and
laptops. We will store all our
information on the Cloud rather
than on our devices. That way we
can access all our information on
any connected device.

A whole new future awaits
The future looks very different,
full of innovation. Microsoft
and Nokia both want to play a
growing role in that world. Can
they? It depends who Microsoft
chooses as their next CEO. TGA
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STRATEGY

Why it pays to be Sector-Specific!
Significant enhancement of portfolio returns can simply be achieved by being
sector-specific and within sectors stock-specific says MR Raghu, CFA, FRM,
Head of Research, Kuwait Financial Center (Markaz, Middle East)

T

he numbers speak for
themselves. During the
last five years, if you had
invested Rs.1 in FMCG sector,
it is worth now Rs.3.5 as against
Rs. 1.4 for Sensex and 10 paise
for Realty sector. In annualized
terms, the FMCG produced an
annualized return of 21 per cent,
Sensex 5.24 per cent p.a., while
the Realty sector produced an
annualized return of a negative 30
per cent p.a. During the last five
years, FMCG, Healthcare, Auto,
and Consumer Goods produced
good returns compared to Realty,
Power and Capital Goods.

Against this backdrop, isn’t it time
to differentiate among sectors?
Surprisingly, even sophisticated
investors do not consider sector
bets as seriously as it deserves.
While
the
broad
market
comprises of many sectors whose
performance ranges define the
average performance of the
index, investment performance
can be enhanced significantly
by choosing good sectors and
avoiding bad sectors.

Sector-wise Performances:
A Comparative Picture
While the overall market is
represented by Sensex which is

a confluence of all the sectors,
the performance of Sensex will
also be balanced by both well
performing sectors and poorly
performing sectors. Additionally,
active fund managers also do not
make serious deviations in favor
of well performing sectors for the
fear of tracking error.
The case of investing in a broadbased index like Sensex will ensure
the presence of both good and
bad sectors thereby taking away
the benefit of performance in the
guise of offering diversification.
If academic theory says that it
is quite possible to have a fully
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diversified portfolio with just
10 stocks, then identifying those
stocks among the well performing
sectors should be the way to go.
Hence, investing in broad based
index fund or ETF may not be as
much a good idea as investing
in well performing sectors. Even
among well performing sectors,
as per traditional theory, the
investing should be focused on
the index heavyweights whose
performance can significantly
influence the overall performance
of the sector index.
For instance, in the case of
FMCG, the performance of ITC,
Hindustan Lever and Nestle
should definitely matter as they
have larger share in the index.
However, if you look at the leaders
and laggards, in most cases it has
names which do not figure among
the heavyweights.
Hence, the job is not done by
simply investing in sector funds.
It is quite possible to improve
the
portfolio
performance
significantly by fishing within
the sector basket which calls for
stock picking. This argument is
even more relevant if we consider
the divergence in performances of
leaders and laggards relative to
the sector index performance.
For example, in the consumer
durables segment the best
performer has been TTK Prestige
with an annualized return of
66 per cent while the worst
performance in the same sector
has been Gitanjali Gems at a
negative 16.6 per cent p.a. with
the overall sector performance at
9 per cent p.a. Very clearly, the
individual stock performances
diverge significantly from the
mean,
providing
immense
opportunity for stock selection.
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The Good-bad Paradox

More dimensions to evaluate
sector performance

While the general case is to
embrace good performing sectors Apart from the annualized
as against not so good performing performances of the sectors,
sectors, as said before, there may there can be inspection of stocks
also be cases of good stocks in bad within the sector in terms of
sectors and bad stocks in good outperforming the sector index
sectors. For example, Sunteck as well outperforming the broad
(+26 per cent p.a.) in Realty sector market index (Sensex). Companies
(-29.83 per cent p.a.), and Ranbaxy that outperform both their sector
(-5.4 per cent p.a.) in Healthcare index as well as the broad market
(+14.5 per cent p.a.). In case index can obviously be classified
where such stocks
Sector
Current
CAGR
are index movers,
value of $1
(Jan’07invested in
July’13)
a closer scrutiny
Jan 2007
may be warranted.
3.51
21.01%
However, if they are FMCG
Healthcare
2.39
14.15%
not index movers,
1.92
10.42%
then it may not be Auto
Consumer
Durables
1.75
8.87%
worth our time to
1.61
7.50%
finely distinguish Banks
Infotech
1.41
5.36%
this aspect.
More than selecting
good
companies
in bad sectors, it
may be worthwhile
to
avoid
bad
companies
in
good sectors and
improve portfolio
performance.

Sensex
Oil & Gas
Tech
Mid-Cap
Metal
PSU
Capital Goods
Small Cap
Power
Realty

1.40
1.39
1.18
0.95
0.91
0.90
0.77
0.76
0.33
0.10

5.24%
5.13%
2.55%
-0.78%
-1.42%
-1.59%
-3.94%
-4.08%
-15.50%
-29.83%

Stock Selection Strategy

Leaders

Laggards

Jubliant (+59.8%), GSK Consumer (+37.4%)
Lupin (+35.6%), Sun (+32.3%)
Bajaj (+44.7%), Motherson Sumi (+24.5%)
TTK Prestige (65.6%), Titan (+30%)
IndusInd Bank (+35.8%), HDFC Bank (+17.3%)
HCL Tech (+17.8%), TCS (+17.4%)
Castrol (+29.8%), Petronet LNG (+13%)
Vakrangee (+22.6%), HCL Tech (+17.8%)
Bhusan Steel (29.8%), Jindal Steel & Pow (15.6%)
Bank of Baroda (+13.2%), BPCL (+9.4%)
Havells (+15%), FAG Bearings (+10.4%)
TATA Power (+5.9%), Thermax (5.7%)
Sunteck (+25.8%), Godrej (+0.1%)

TATA Global (13.3%), United Spirits (16%)
Opto Circuits (-18.8%), Ranbaxy (-5.4%)
Ashok Leyland (-8.5%), Maruti (5.5%)
PC Jewels (-67%), Gitanjali Gems (-16.6%)
Bank of India (-0.5%), ICICI (-0.5%)
Financial Tech (-16.7%), Tech Mahindra (-5%)
HPCL (-5.8%), IOC (-2.8%)
Bharti Infra (-36.9%), TV18 (-23.4%)
SAIL (-13.6%), TATA Steel (-9.4%)
NHPC (-17.3%), SAIL (-13.6%)
Suzlon (-41.6%), Punj Lyold (-27.1)
Suzlon(-41.6), Adani Pow (-24%)
HDIL (-35.1%), Unitech (-33.4%)

Heavyweights - Top3 by Mcap
(in USD bn)
ITC (36.6), HUL (20), Nestle (7)
Sun (16),Dr. Reddy (5.7), Lupin (5.2)
Tata Motors (13), Bajaj (7.7), M&M (7.5)
Titan (3), Videocon (0.8), TTK Prestige (0.6)
HDFC (20), SBI (16), ICICI (14)
TCS (56), Infy (27), Wipro (17)
RIL (40), ONGC (34), Cairn (9)
TCS (56), Infy (27), Airtel (18)
Coal India (25), Hindustan Zinc & NMDC (7)
ONGC (34), Coal India (25), SBI (16)
L&T (10), BHEL (4), Siemens (2.4)
NTPC (16), Power Grid (6.9), BHEL (4)
DLF (3.6), Oberoi Realty (0.8)

Note: Current value is as of July 31, 2013. Leaders & Laggards classified based on annualized return performance for the period (Jan 01, 2007 - July 31, 2013)

as superb, while at the other end
of the spectrum we may have
companies underperforming both
their sector index as well as broad
market index (called poor), and
all others falling in between. For
example, in the auto sector where
we have 11 companies, 8 of them
outperformed the auto sector
index as well as Sensex indicating
a larger pool of opportunities to
choose from.

Healthcare

Banks

Resilient to macro headwinds
and favourable currency tail
winds have benefitted the sector.
Cheaper manufacturing costs by
30-50 per cent, abundant talent
pool and regulatory expertise
have helped in establishing a
stronghold in generic space,
globally. Future driver: series of
patent expiry in the US.

On the other hand, in the
PSU sector where we have
30 companies, 14 companies
underperformed both the PSU
index as well as Sensex limiting
the opportunity pool. In the
overall analysis, out of nearly 200
stocks, 69 stocks outperformed
both their respective indices as
well as Sensex, and they mostly
belonged to good performing
sectors.

Auto

Economic
slowdown
which
exposed inadequate appraisal and
monitoring of credit proposals
and a move to system-driven
identification of NPAs had led to
increase in gross NPA level for the
banks. Implementation of Basel
III norms by March 2018 would
require significant capital and
issuance of new bank licences is
expected to increase the intensity
of competition.

What explains sectoral performance?
FMCG
Increasing disposable incomes,
favourable demographics augur
well for the resilient consumption
theme. Rural India has been a
big driver aided by the National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(NREGA) payments.

Surging aspirations of middleclass, low per capita ownership of
vehicles had led to strong 20 per
cent+ growth in 2010 and 2011.
Headwinds in the form of higher
interest rates and fuel prices have
taken a toll on volume growth
since then.

Consumer Durables
Higher inflation and rupee
depreciation
had
led
to
constant price hikes, resulting
into deferment of purchase of
items like appliances and other
durables, which essentially are
discretionary in nature. This is
reflected in the Index of Industrial
Production. Production in the
Consumer Durables sector has
consistently been in the negative
territory.

InfoTech
Spending on technology and
related services has grown at a
faster rate than the GDP growth.
With organizations trying to
reduce operational costs amidst
competitive business environment,
global sourcing has gained
prominence benefitting the IT
players. The currency depreciation
is an icing on the cake!

Telecom
Uncertain regulatory environment
and outbreak of scams has marred
the telecom sector. The ensuing
recommendations by the regulator
towards
spectrum
auctions,
pricing and re-farminghad fuelled
the already existing uncertainty
and were viewed negatively by
the players.
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Metal
Capacities which were increased
on expectations of higher demand
resulted in oversupplied market,
leading to intense competition
amongst domestic suppliers.
Mining industry was gripped in
a seemingly ceaseless national
debate on issues related to illegal
mining practices. Iron ore export
slumped 69 per cent in 2012-13
from a year ago.

PSU
The deterioration of bank asset
quality is more pronounced in
PSU banks. Higher crude imports
and subsidized pricing of Diesel,
LPG and Kerosene have resulted
in 16 per cent increase in under
recoveries for the Public Sector
OMCs (oil marketing companies).

Oil & Gas
Weak macro environment and
slower growth have led to a
volatile margin environment
causing downward bias.

Capital Goods
Slump in investments across
the sectors, particularly in
infrastructure space (like power)
due to policy uncertainties had
led to poor order flows. Orders
have become stagnant and
competition has become intense
as many players chase the few
available orders.

Power
Issues
of
coal
linkages,
environmental clearances, land
acquisition, fund constraints
(sectorial exposure limits) and
scarcity of skilled manpower have
hindered new projects, while
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Company Performance
Superb
Sector O/P
& Sensex
O/P

Poor
Sector &
Sensex
U/P

Others

Total
(No. of
Stocks)

FMCG

6

0

5

11

Healthcare

8

4

5

17

Auto

8

1

2

11

Consumer Durables

5

5

0

10

Banks

7

5

1

13

Infotech

4

6

0

10

Oil & Gas

5

5

0

10

Tech

8

13

3

24

Metal

3

4

3

10

PSU

6

14

10

30

Cap Goods

6

9

5

20

Power

2

7

11

20

Realty

1

2

8

11

Total

69

75

53

197

35%

38%

27%

Note: The numbers in the table indicate the number of companies within
the particular sector
on-going projects are on a slow
execution mode leading to tight
cash cycle. Financial position of
State Distribution Companies
(State Discoms) is also a matter of
concern.

Realty
Realty
which
experienced
unprecedented growth in 2007,
in the aftermath of the financial
crisis, tempered to moderate
levels of growth. Demand shifted
away from investors to actual
end users. Most players are also
saddled with huge debt.

The Final Word
It is evident that significant
enhancement of portfolio returns
can simply be achieved by being
sector- specific and within sectors

stock-specific.
Embrace
well
performing sectors that benefit
from macroeconomic factors
(like demography, consumption,
exports, etc.) and avoid sectors
that suffer from macroeconomic
headwinds (like high interest
rates,
capital
expenditure,
regulatory pressures, etc.). While
do not ignore good companies in
bad sectors, avoid bad companies
in good sectors as it may
have company-specific issues
(corporate governance mostly) as
such companies may not be in a
position to take advantage of the
favorable sector atmosphere. TGA
Disclaimer: The Views expressed are
personal.
(The author thanks Rajesh
Dheenathayalan for his assistance.)

CURRENCY MARKETS

Exchange Rates

CHALLENGES
BEFORE INDIA
There still remain a plethora of problems such as high interest rates, soaring
food and oil prices, and our foreign debt will begin pinching if the persistent
fall in rupee is not checked through a combination of some effective measures,
says Madhusudhanan S, an Independent Analyst on Public Policy, Delhi.

T

he entire country is worried and focused on
one thing in the past six months – Exchange
Rate. The Indian currency has its roots
which go back more than 2000 years; it was used in
various forms in various periods. It became national
currency after independence. Indian Rupee is a
floating currency where its exchange rate with the

US dollar fluctuates daily and depends on how the
transactions are made. The exchange rate regime
in our country has undergone a significant change
during 1990s. From 1990s our exchange rate has
undergone significant and substantial changes. The
exchange rate was fixed by the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) until 1992, followed by a dual exchange
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rate system and unified market exchange rate till
1993. At present we follow the managed floating
exchange rate system. An exchange rate or currency
exchange rate is the rate at which one currency will
be exchanged for another. There was fairly a stable
rupee around Rs.54-55 a dollar between August
2012 and May, 2013. It then fell rapidly to Rs.65-68
a dollar, tumbling down by 13 per cent in the next
three months, forcing many economists, analysts,
and experts start debating what should be the
equilibrium value of rupee; why the exchange rate
are so volatile, and so on.

Is the Economy in a Crisis?

When India started to decontrol its capital markets,
though partially, it went to the trap of impossible
trinity! The monetary stimulus in the US and other
advanced countries left us with a choice of either
higher inflation or currency appreciation. Is this a
crisis? Well, we can’t call it a crisis, at least, at this
point in time, but turbulence.

A Missed Opportunity?
India encouraged the inflows of capital till its concern
over CAD started. A look at the actions of the policy
makers raises some major questions:
1. What kind of policy India should have adopted
while allowing the surge in capital inflow?

At present India is facing headwinds such as high 2. What kind of policies did our exports have and
inflation rate, low growth rate, less investment, fiscal
why we did not open up to the new products and
deficit (FD), more current account deficit (CAD), etc.
new markets?
While these indicators
3.
Is it a right thing
do portray a gloomy
to keep our interest rates
picture, a careful look
low for a long period?
The monetary stimulus in the US
at the weak GDP and
4.	Shouldn’t
the
rupee’s fall carefully,
and other advanced countries left
tightening of monetary
however, reveals that
policy been done much
us with a choice of either higher
it’s our foreign policy
earlier?
inflation or currency appreciation.
which is one of the key
Well,
the
answers
causes of the present
Is this a crisis? Well, we can’t
are difficult to find.
trouble.
call it a crisis, at least, at this
When India opened up
We had a strong
capital market (even
point
in
time,
but
turbulence.
economic growth and all
though partially) it led
our economic indicators
to widening of CAD,
were looking good till
which was financed by
2011. In fact, our CAD stayed as low as 2 per cent of
growing foreign inflows. This narrowed the option
the GDP in 2008-09; then came a stimulus package
to control inflation and monetary policy. Later in
designed with loan waivers during the same year in
order to revive growth RBI tried to lower rates, while
the wake of the global crisis. In the very next year,
trying to maintain a managed exchange rate. But as
monetary policy was loosened very quickly to bring
capital started to flow out and the CAD widened, the
out a V shaped economic recovery. The recovery had
exchange rate started to depreciate, putting further
occurred and was going well till 2011, thanks to the
pressure on inflation.
loosened fiscal and monetary policy.
Whether India is prepared for this partial opening of
Things started showing sign of uneasiness in the
capital account is still questionable? If one compares
third quarter of 2011, when the growth rate began it with China, it occurs that India should also follow
to decelerate, and high inflation rate persisted along the latter’s tight control policy concerning its Capital
with high twin deficits (FD and CAD). When one Account. But whether keeping capital account closed
studies these scenarios closely, it becomes clear is the best solution in today’s highly competitive
that we are in the midst of a trilemma or impossible environment?
trinity (popularly known as the Mundell-Fleming
That’s a question which is not easy to answer for
Model in open economy macroeconomics that argues
any economist, experts and analyst worth his salt.
‘trade-off between fixed exchange rates, free capital
India has been losing its export competitiveness over
movements, and an independent monetary policy’).
the past few years to small emerging countries like
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Philippines, Bangladesh etc. This is due to lack of
structural reforms especially in labour market and
financial market. Adding to this, the government
relaxed the external commercial borrowing (ECB)
restrictions for the private sector over the last three
years. This is one of the biggest follies because
whenever there is pressure on rupee it relaxes
these limits. In the wake of the current crisis, the
policymakers relaxed ECB norms further.

Will History Repeat itself?

measures is a special swap window for Foreign
Currency Non Resident [FCNR (B)] deposits to
narrow down CAD. This swap of fresh FCNR (B)
dollar funds will have a fixed rate of 3.5 per cent per
annum for a period of three years.

Nevertheless, India is facing international
trilemma. We need to carry out certain structural
reforms in order to kick-start economy. To begin
with subsidies on fertilizers and diesel need to
be curtailed. Further, the ECB should be limited
or even curtailed for certain period rather than
easing it further. To conclude, in order to tide over
the crisis, both fiscal and monetary policy should
be effectively formulated and should be in sync so
as to achieve better results. TGA

Even as a section of experts jostle with each other
to warn of a repeat of 1991-like crisis, I strongly feel
that the crisis of 1991 is not going to repeat. For,
things have drastically changed since then. During
1991, as I said earlier, we had fixed exchange rate
when BoP crisis surfaced and the country had
to pledge gold to the Bank of England in return
for a loan. Today we have floating exchange rate
and almost no threat of an unwarranted foreignHow Clear is our Roadmap to End this Crisis?
currency debt level. There is no threat of solvency
During mid-August (on 16th August, 2013), the
due to recent crash in currency. However, there
policymakers tightened capital controls in an
still remain a plethora of problems such as high
attempt to stop investors taking money out of
interest rates, soaring food and oil prices, and our
country. However, they forgot that our dependence
foreign debt will begin pinching if the persistent
on foreign capital has risen sharply over the years.
fall in rupee is not checked through a combination
India’s CAD soared almost 7 per cent of the GDP
of some effective measures. As far as Trilemma
last year; while external
issue is concerned,
borrowing as a ratio of
Prof. Helene Rey of
GDP stands at 21 per
London
Business
We need to carry out certain
cent. And things are
School in her paper,
not going to change for
structural reforms in order to kick“Dilemma
not
better anytime soon.
start economy. In order to tide over
Trilemma: The Global
We need to realize that
Financial Cycle and
the crisis, both fiscal and monetary
we cannot go back
Monetary
Policy
policy should be effectively
to capital controls as
Independence”,
formulated and should be in sync so
they will affect our
observes, “As credit
economic growth badly.
cycles and capital
as to achieve better results.
In a recent measure,
flows obey global
RBI increased shortfactors, they may be
term rates in a classical
inappropriate for the
textbook defense of rupee to discourage short-term cyclical conditions of many economies. For some
countries, the global cycle may lead to excessive
speculation in the domestic currency.
Many felt that this move will hurt our growth rates, credit growth in boom times, and excessive
going ahead. The new RBI governor Dr. Raghuram retrenchment in bad times”. This means that a
Rajan gave glimpse of hope when he introduced country can have either control over monetary
a slew of measures on 11th September, 2013, soon policy or capital flows but not both; which also
after taking charge of the office. One of the important means there is nothing called Trilemma!

Many experts feel that the even if the US Fed reduces
its $85 billion-a-month of bond purchases the impact
on rupee will be minimal. How far this road map is
clear and going to help us to come out of the present
crisis is still questionable. We need to wait and watch.

(The views expressed are personal.)
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CEO

SPEAK
What would you call an organisation
which has gone on to becoming a giant,
spreading it’s wings across a number of
sectors, that too in a span of just a little
over a decade?
A conglomerate? Perhaps yes. The
company in question is none other than
the Timeshare and Vacation Ownership
industry’s newest star: The Majors
Group.
Promoted by Major (Retd.) Madhukar
Katragadda, the Majors Group from
a humble journey that began in the
early 2000s, has seen a phenomenal
rise in both its reach and growth,
riding high on its foray into a slew
of businesses, nine, to be precise.
Today, the Group enjoys an
unenviable reputation as one of its
kind end-to-end solutions provider
for the Vacation Ownership
and Timeshare Industry. In an
exclusive interview with The
Global ANALYST, he discusses
what led him to embark on his
entrepreneurial journey, the early
days of his start-up, the initial
challenges and how did he
overcome them, his leadership
style and success recipe and
also his vision for The Group.
Following is the edited excepts of
the interview with him.
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What inspired you to embark on
your entrepreneurial journey?
In 1982, I joined “47 Armoured
Regiment” as a commissioned officer.
Our neighbouring Regiment was “14
Horse” (The Scinde Horse) whose
motto was “Man dies but the Regiment
lives”. This motto was written on the
walls of their barracks. I used to read
that line every time I walked across
their Regimental lines and it has had
a profound affect on me. Most of the
old Armoured Regiments carry the
names of their founders; The Skinners
Horse, The Gardners Horse, etc., or
used to carry the names of their kings
or queens saying “The King George’s
Own” or “The Queens Own” etc.
I used to wonder in those days if it
would ever be possible for me to raise
a Regiment of my own (named after
me) and which too would be eternal!
I found the thought of pouring life
into a conceptual entity and making
it a perpetual organization extremely
challenging to translate into action.
Soldiers by nature love challenges.
Slowly over the years my desire to
create perpetual organizations only got
strengthened. After leaving the Army,
this very challenge inspired me to
embark on my entrepreneurial journey.
How did the idea to
‘MajorsGroup’ germinate?

launch

I left the Army while in the rank of
a Major. Having served in the Army
for the requisite number of years, I
earned the privilege to be addressed
with that rank even after retiring from
the Army. After leaving the Army I met
a corporate head honcho to explore
the options of establishing a business
association. He kept indicating how
concerned he was about protecting
a multi-crore brand that he was
representing. As a reflex I told him
that I carry a brand that is centuries old
- My rank and it has a brand identity
of its own which is priceless. Later, I
ruminated over that conversation and
thought to myself that it is indeed a
great name to build an organization
around. But instead of making it as a
group owned by a Major, I got down to

establishing it as a group of Corporate
Entities that have majored in the art of
Business and Lifestyles management.
The liberalization process that
began in 1991-92 seems to have
a profound impact on the Group.
Kindly explain.
It is the liberalization process which
started in 1991-92 that gave a boost
to the travel and tourism industry and
set the ball rolling for the Vacation
Ownership and Timeshare industry
to make major inroads into the Indian
market.
Why did you choose the Vacation
Ownership and Timeshare Industry
at a time when the trend was, and
still is, yet to catch up among a
large section of the populace?
It is destiny that brought me into
Vacation Ownership and Timeshare
industry. By nature I had the habit of
taking up challenges or tasks which
others would normally shy away
from. Leaving the secure environment
of the Army at an age of 32 and
entering the civil with nothing but a
Bachelor’s Degree in Arts was very
adventurous for me. I left the Army
challenging myself to see if I would be
able to enter 10 different areas of my
interests and see if I would be able to
establish myself substantially well in
all those areas. As Victor Hugo once
said, ‘No power on Earth can stop an
idea whose time has come’, once this
idea took shape way back in 1993, I
created an acronym for myself called
“GREATLEAPS” – which represents
some of the current verticals, the
Group has forayed into since then,
such as housing and hospitality, risk and
security, vocational and educational
training, media and entertainment, and
philanthropy, though not necessarily in
the same order.
However big my dreams were, I knew
that the first and foremost thing to do
was to get a `Foothold’, which could
be later expanded into a `Bridge
Head’, and then finally `Breakout’ one
fine day (these were the tactics that
I was taught in the Army). So, I was

prepared to take advantage of the first
opportunity that came my way. And
that opportunity came to me from the
Vacation Ownership and Timeshare
Industry.
I responded to an advertisement from
a Timeshare Company in a newspaper.
Once I got to know the concept from
them, I found it extremely exciting and
thus got drawn to it.
Since the very beginning, I was
convinced of the huge potential of
the concept in India. I could relate the
Vacation Ownership and Timeshare
to similar concepts which have existed
under different names in India from
centuries. For example, the Tirumala
Tirupati
Devasthanam
Cottages
in Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh, were
built from contributions made by
generous donors, who are assured
accommodation for some period
every year for life time, with the
privilege of gifting the same to family
and friends. The TTD management
would manage the said cottages
and when they are not occupied by
the donors, allow other tourists to
use them. This is more or less the
same principle on which Vacation
Ownership and Timeshare is based. If
it has been working in many religious
destinations in India for centuries, it
is indeed a great concept and can be
well modified to suit the changing
holidaying habits of Indian domestic
tourists and work well in the tourism
vertical.
It was also a coincidence that the
Resorts line was one of the 10 areas that
I had shortlisted for myself; the ‘R’ in the
‘GREATLEAPS’ stands for Resorts.
I am fully confident that the Vacation
Ownership and Timeshare Industry
will soon enter a major growth phase.
I am presently the member of the
Executive Committee and Secretary
of the “All India Resort Development
Association (AIRDA)”, which is the
Timeshare representative trade body
recognized by the Government of
India. Through this organization we
are carrying out many activities to
promote and self-regulate the Industry
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and we are sure the positive results of
this activity will start to show in the
near future. All MAJORSGROUP of
companies operating in the Timeshare
industry are members of AIRDA and
are committed to abiding by the
Standard Code of Ethics adopted by
AIRDA.
Would you like to share memories
from, and the challenges faced
during the initial few years of the
Group?
I reached Mumbai with big dreams in
the year 1994. Till around 1996 the
market was very upbeat. In those
early days I worked with a Timeshare
company managed by Europeans and
learnt the trade from them. In those
days the market sentiments being on
a high, there was a very good positive
buzz around and people accepted
this concept very well. However, I
realized that the Vacation Ownership
and Timeshare products, being
sold then, were designed to suit the
western style of holidaying (which
involved spending a week or more at
one holiday location) in contrast to the
Indian style of holidaying (taking short
breaks of three or four days in separate
seasons and in more locations). And as
there were no local regulations for the
Timeshare Industry in India, some of
the Timeshare companies adopted
marketing and sales techniques that
were too aggressive for the Indian
sentiment and in the process created
a bad name for the product, and the
marketing and sales methods.
In 1997, the general market sentiment
turned gloomy and this coupled with
the negative image the product took
initially, made selling very difficult.
During the same year I had the
opportunity of taking over as Director
of Marketing and Sales of an Indian
hospitality company that decided to
enter the Timeshare Industry. It was
indeed a challenge to introduce a new
Timeshare product when the market
sentiment was down and the product
image was a bit negative. Thanks
to my exposure to the Army which
imbibes a sense of character, integrity
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and ethics, and ability to understand
the situation and introduce necessary
corrections, I modified the product
to suit the domestic needs and also
suitably altered the marketing and
sales methodologies, and the product
was lapped up by the market. We
managed to create the first metro
Timeshare Project in India within
a span of three years. This success
further boosted my confidence in the
Vacation Ownership and Timeshare
concept.
The Group has since then diversified
into a number of businesses. What
factors do you attribute to the
Group’s diversification strategy?
The Group’s diversification strategy
has been based on the need for
self-sufficiency. In today’s market
environment there are many skill
sets and different types of expertise
required for taking a business
forward. But when the nature of
business is unique and different,
it becomes very difficult to find
requisite expertise at an affordable
price.
Importing such expertise
adds to the costs tremendously and
in the process adversely affects the
feasibility of the project. For example,
Timeshare software is required for
efficient management of Timeshare
projects. However, there are not
many established IT companies which
could develop Timeshare software at
a reasonable cost and provide it to the
Timeshare Industry. But appointing
an external company to provide such
software also means parting with
our domain knowledge and creating
competition for ourselves. So, we
felt it was best to set up a Timeshare
Specialist IT company within our own
Group. And it is not only helping the
Group, but is also able to generate
profits independently by rendering
services to other Timeshare players.
Similarly, there are specialist areas
such as provision of Trustee services,
HRD and training services, Property
development
and
Management
services, Marketing and Sales services
and some Timeshare centric services

such Timeshare re-sales and rentals.
And our Group is focussed on creating
separate entities specializing in each
of these areas in a manner that the
specialist entity can penetrate into its
own targeted vertical when the time
is right.
Was it a conscious effort to build
a conglomerate rather than
concentrate on a select line of
businesses?
Yes, it was indeed a conscious effort
to build a conglomerate rather
than to concentrate on select lines
of businesses. One of the main
motivations to leave the Army was to
truly test the military strategy planning
skills which I learnt while in the Army.
Army officers are expected to be highly
mentally mobile and have tremendous
ability to cope with change and
uncertainty. I always believed in my
mental mobility. That was the reason
I suppose I developed interests in a
variety of areas which are unrelated or
unconnected with each other. And the
competitive spirit in me challenged me
to see if I could excel in all those areas.
I knew it would not happen overnight,
and, I knew it would be a long-drawn
affair that could spread over my entire
life time. I was prepared for it.
I went through many ups and downs
in the civil. But I did not move away
from the general line of direction
that I set for myself before I entered
the civil streets, or forget the goals
that I made for myself. The biggest
challenge for me was to stay the
course and on the line. There have
been many circumstances when I had
to veer away, but I did manage to
come back time and again. I strongly
believe in the power of my dreams
- my GREATLEAPS. But despite the
odds, I am quite satisfied with the way
the Group has penetrated in different
areas and has progressed so far.
How does the Group standout from
the rest of the other players in the
industry, particularly VO and TS?
MAJORSGROUP has an IDEALISTIC
bent of mind, and dreams of being

The Majors Group

able to contribute to creating an
utopian society / industry. At the
same time it is PRAGMATIC enough
to understand what is practical. The
Group believes in Mahatma Gandhiji’s
quote - “A small body of determined
spirits fired by an unquenchable faith
in their mission can alter the course
of history” - and hence is working
towards bringing in the Change that it
wishes to see in Vacation Ownership
and Timeshare Industry and also the
country. This is what makes it different
from the other players in this Industry.
Would you like to share any
interesting experience or milestone
in the Group’s two-decade long
illustrious journey?
Setting up of “NeoGandhian Aid
Organizations India” as a Section 25
Not For profit company under the
Indian Companies Act of 1956, with
the main objective of promoting
honest dealing and clean thinking, and
bringing together the needy and the
concerned” as a part of our Corporate
Social Responsibility has been our best
achievement.
What factors do you think have had
significant impact on your success?
I would say - GOAL SETTING. Goal
setting is a powerful process for
thinking about your ideal future, and
for motivating yourself to turn your
vision of this future into reality. The
only true asset that every human being
has is time; for some more and for
some less. Each of us can put the time
available to us to use as we deem fit.
How do you describe your leadership
style?
My Leadership style is both
DEMOCRATIC
as
well
as
AUTOCRATIC. I have great belief in
TEAM WORK and that the LEADER
is one very important element of a
team but the TEAM MEMBERS and
the OBJECTIVE of the TEAM are as
important as the LEADER. I believe
that in a team the decisions should be
taken in a democratic manner with all
the team members playing a role in the
decision-making process. It is important

that plans are made with everyone’s
agreement. However, once the plans
are made and decisions are taken, it is
good to carry out the execution with
military-like precision which requires a
certain amount of autocracy.
Having tasted great success, are
you looking now to diversify into any
new line of business?
Yes, our group intends to use the
success it is achieving in the VO & TS
industry as a Foothold for it to initiate
penetrations into other industries
such as IT, Media & Entertainment,
Infrastructure
Development,
Education & Vocational Training.
What are your other future plans?
We are planning to launch a one-ofits kind “Vacation Ownership and
Timeshare programme” based on
self-regulated co-operative model.
We have already incorporated a
Section 25 Not-For-Profit company
called “Interval Vacation Owners and
Timeshare Endusers Organisation”
to act as a federal body to take this
concept forward and facilitate the
growth of this Industry.
What is your outlook on the
economy, in general, and Timeshare
industry, in particular?
The World economy is going through
a turbulent phase. Hence there are
frequent ups and downs. I don’t feel
that at the world level one can see a
long spell of economic stability in the
near future. In my opinion the world
economy will keep swinging between
the two extremes. However, India still
remains a great consumption story.
Hence it has excellent resilience to
absorb the changes that happen in
the international economy. In a world
where the walls between nations are
collapsing by the day and economic
swings in one part of the world could
have domino effects on the rest of the
World; we already saw that happening
during the 2008 Financial Crisis. Such
changes will definitely have some
effect on Indian economy, but it will
only be temporary. Because of a
strong domestic consumer market,

the domestic economy has the ability
to bounce back within a short period
of time. This gives us the confidence
to safely assume that the long-term
prospects of the country remain
positive. We see great potential for
growth for the Vacation Ownership
and Timeshare Industry in India. Even
10 per cent of the market share as on
date has not been taken yet, while
the market is continuously growing.
In the next 20 years’ time or so we
are confident that the Timesharebased Tourism will contribute more
than 20 per cent of the overall Indian
tourism industry’s contribution to the
GDP. And MAJORSGROUP will be a
substantial contributor to this growth.
What would be your advice to
wannabe entrepreneurs?
Train yourself to be “Mentally Mobile”;
the ability to cope with change and
uncertainty. Change and uncertainty
are certain in today’s environment.
You should always be prepared for
them and not get surprised by them.
I wish to perform the three roles of a Soldier, a Scholar and a Spiritual
person. Soldier is one who has learnt
military skills and uses them for the
protection of the society. Scholar is
one who is learned, but at the same
time has a deep desire to learn more.
A Spiritual person is one who believes
that the soul is immortal and realizes
that he came into this world with
nothing & goes back with nothing. TGA
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To ‘Tap’er it or Not!

The QE program and its cousins in other countries did have one effect. Developed and
emerging markets alike did get some breathing space. They should have all used it to
pass structural reforms. These reforms are the only real way to create sustainable growth,
reckons William Gamble, author of the book, Investing in Emerging Markets: Rules of the
Game, and Emerging Market Strategist, Newport, US

T

he Fed’s much anticipated
‘Taper’ which was expected
to begin towards the end
of September was once again
postponed, much to the relief of
investors in emerging markets
which were fearing the flight
of FII money in the wake of the
withdrawal of the $85bn a month
bond-buying program by the
central bank. The reason that the
Fed gave is that the US economy
is not strong enough to go without
the additional stimulus. This may
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be true. Job growth in August was
lacklustre. The Fed also cut its
forecast for the economy, which is
now projected to grow at no more
than two per cent this quarter. It
seems that the US Congress is
totally deadlocked. The effects of
the austerity program known as
sequestration are beginning to be
felt.
Without a likely temporary fix, it
would be difficult to raise the debt
limit now. But is more money really the answer? Actually, no! If

all that money really had an effect
other than to encourage speculation, the economy would be stronger. The real answer is that they
have no idea what to do and so are
repeating a failed policy.
But don’t expect anyone on
the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors, especially its outgoing
Chairman, Ben Bernanke, to admit
it. Admitting that they followed
a policy of too much stimulus
similar to the one that caused the
2008 crash might just destabilize

US Economic Stimulus

frothy markets. It is simply easier
to ignore the risks and keep the
money flowing.

Third Time Lucky!
The first and second round of QE
(Quantitative Easing) seemed to
work at least during the program.
But when the programs ended,
so did any gains. The lesson that
the Fed seemed to learn is that if
some QE is good, endless QE is
far better. So they started the third
QE. The difference is that they did
not state a specific end date. So
in theory the program can go on
forever. But nothing does.
The third round of QE was similar
to the other two. For a time it
boosted markets and it seemed
to boost the economy a bit. So it
was considered a success. But
there was a problem. While
markets seem to give proof of the
program’s potential, the risks are
just beginning to show up. The
US housing bubble has similar
course. The skyrocketing house
prices were considered risk free.
Housing prices never went down.
So the policy looked tremendously
successful in the short-term. The
real and devastating risks took
longer to appear.

Don’t Undermine Risks
One of the Federal Reserve
Governors, Jeremy Stein, gave
a speech last February. The
speech on “Overheating in
Credit Markets” discussed some
of the very real but unknown
risks that can occur during times
of loose monetary policy. The
Fed itself has mentioned the
problem with the vast expansion
of ETFs and mortgage real estate
investment trusts (REITs). These
investment vehicles are relative
recent
financial
innovations.

Their values must match certain
indexes. Yet they often hold
assets that are illiquid, so large
moves in the interest rates could
trigger panic selling. There are
also other classic indicators that
suggest QE has created large
risks in the US market. These
include
covenant-lite
loans
(loans made riskier without the
usual restrictive covenants); pik
notes (payment-in-kind notes,
which allow borrowers to put
off cash interest payments); and
divi recaps (use of borrowing
simply to cash out private equity
shareholder through dividends).
These deals usually indicate a
very high risk environment and
have not been seen in magnitude
since 2007. The issuance of these
loans has skyrocketed this year.
More pik notes were issued in the
first 6 months of 2013 than in all
of 2012 with July as the biggest
month. But the Fed sails blissfully
on complacent as always, because
they are repeating a policy.
But the signs of overheating credit
market in the US are not the real
problem. Years of suppressed
interest rates have encouraged
investors to search the globe for
anything and everything that
might pay a decent rate of interest
almost regardless of risk. These
investments have already been
made. They cannot be reversed
overnight. Without the taper
the bubbles will get bigger and
the greatest impacts will be on
emerging markets.
It is estimated that about $4
trillion has washed around
emerging markets since the
stimulus
programs
started
four years ago. The impact has
significantly lowered Asian bond
yields, boosted equity markets

and pushed local currencies
higher against the dollar. The
impact has varied widely from
country to country. In Singapore,
for example, the inflation rate
rose only 0.5 per cent while in
Indonesia inflation increased
by over four per cent. Inflation
increased in the US by 0.6 per cent
at most.
Even with the threat of the taper
removed, US interest rates remain
100 basis points higher than they
were in May. Higher US interest
rates will have the greatest
impact on emerging market
bonds. One of the most promising
developments since the Asian
crisis 15 years ago has been the
rise of local bond markets. Higher
credit ratings and often very large
foreign reserves have benefitted
local debt. With more companies
and governments able to borrow
in their own currencies, there is
less of a chance for disaster when
the currency tanks as recently
occurred. It does not mean that
the problem has disappeared.
Risks for Emerging Markets
It is estimated that the developing
world needs $1.5 trillion in
external funding every 12 months.
If the markets dry up this could
create a very large problem.
The general belief has been that
emerging markets are not large
debtors like the US or southern
Europe, but this depends on the
country. India, Turkey, South
Africa, and Brazil all have large
current account deficits and their
currencies have, and most likely
will continue to, suffer as a result.
Lower commodities prices and
less demand will make servicing
the deficits more challenging.
Higher interest rates will certainly
magnify the problems.
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These problems became more
evident last month when money
started to pour out of emerging
market bond funds. Last year
emerging market bond funds were
the beneficiaries of the ‘search for
yield’ precipitated by the interest
rate suppression of the Fed. They
averaged inflows of 0.4 per cent
per week. This recently reversed
and the average outflow was 1.2
per cent per week. Without the
taper there might be a temporary
slowdown to this, but as long as
rates remain high it won’t stop.
It is not just emerging market
sovereign bonds that are affected.
Emerging
market
corporate
bonds will have problems too.
With so much money desperately
looking for decent returns, any
risk was acceptable and some of
the money went to junk quality
lenders in many emerging
markets. For example Mexico’s
three leading homebuilders –
DesarrolladoraHomex,
Corp.
Geo and UrbiDesarrollosUrbanos
were easily able to sell bonds. All
three companies are junk rated,
but last year they had no problem
with raising $2.75 billion dollars
from fund managers. Interest rates
as high as 9.75 per cent for ten year
notes was too much to resist.
The money managers now
wish they had. These bonds
have plunged by an average of
55per cent this year. The reason
for the fall had nothing to do
with tapering. Urbi, Geo and
Homex, specialized in suburban
developments of single family
homes.
The Mexican government decided
to shift its subsidized housing
program towards the construction
of apartment buildings in city
centre. The builders are stuck
64
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with a glut of unsold homes and
undeveloped land. It appears that
all of the companies will have to
restructure their debt, and the
bond holders will have to take
significant haircuts.
It would be simplistic to believe
that default issues are limited
to the Mexican housing market.
Yield deprived investors allowed
companies all over the world to
tap the bond market for the first
time. For many it will be their last.
It really doesn’t matter how much
money the Fed prints. The risk was
probably much greater than the
reward. The higher interest rates
come at a particularly bad time.
When the Chinese GDP growth
slowed to 7.5 per cent, markets
sighed with relief. They expected
a far lower number. Their
expectations were probably more
accurate. The real number though
was probably much lower. The
Chinese leadership at least says
that it is intent on restructuring
the economy and has vowed not
to provide additional stimulus.
They may have lost their nerve.

The Coming Headwinds!
The recent optimistic numbers
might
indicate
additional
stimulus, but as usual they are
following a failed policy. The
money is going to the wrong part
of the economy. It is going to
the large inefficient state owned
industry only to help them roll
over debt. It is also going into an
ever rising housing bubble. But it
will do little to help smaller firms.
It will also put additional stress
on the perilous shadow banking
industry. Without more efficient
investment China will continue
to slow as it has for the past three
years. This will impact many
emerging markets whose main
trading partner is China and no
longer the US.
The reality is that the slowdown in
the growth of emerging markets
is nothing new and has little to
do with QE. The growth rates
in emerging markets although
still high by developed country
standards have been consistently
dropping since they peaked in
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2010. As these countries slow,
expect the number of bad loans
to increase. From consumer credit
problems in Brazil, Korea, and
Malaysia, to rising bad loans on
the books of state owned banks in
India and China, the deeds have
already been done. The lack of a
taper may prolong the illusion,
but it won’t affect the outcome.
But the problem is greater than
just emerging market debt. The
bond market is also structurally
weak. The size of global fixed
income markets has grown from
around $40 trillion to $100 trillion
over the past 10 years. But as the
size of the market increased so
did the risks. Regulatory changes
require banks to hold fewer
inventories, so the market is
more illiquid. Poorly understood
feedback loops make the situation
more dangerous. According to
Nobel Laureate Robert Merton,
“The post-crisis environment
has a much greater intensity of
connectedness in terms of credit
sensitivities than before.” So what
happens anywhere will have a
greater impact on everyone else
and it may happen very quickly.
Recent optimistic numbers seem
to indicate that Europe may have
weathered the crisis, but it really
just wasted time.
Unemployment remains high and
the banking system is still very
weak. Yields for the peripheral
countries bonds fell since the
ECU’s Draghi’s famous remark
“to do whatever it takes”. But
even ‘super Mario’ can’t do much
if interest rates around the world
rise, which apparently they seem
to be doing despite the lack of a
taper. This would not have been a
problem if the EU had unified the
banking system as the promised

during the crisis, but the idea went
nowhere. So European banks are
stuffed with their country’s bonds
and have not made the required
sacrifices to get bad debt off their
balance sheets.

Structural Reforms, and Not
Easy Money, is the Key
The above list is just part of the
potential problems. QE was
always an unconventional or
experimental program. We know
that the ultra loose monetary
policy wasn’t all that successful
in creating the conditions for
three per cent or more growth
that is normal in a post recession
developed country economy.
What we don’t yet know is the
extent to which it created other
problems and apparently the
Fed doesn’t care. In Governor
Stein’s speech last February, he
mentioned that the known risks
may be just been the tip of the
iceberg. There are no doubt other
unknown bubbles that have been
floating on easy money and may
soon burst. While markets react
instantly to the promise of more
money, bad debts can take years
to surface, but that does not
mean they are not there. It does

mean that policy makers can be
complacent.
Bad debt problems in emerging
markets caused in part by QE
might once have been ignored.
Not anymore. They make up over
50 per cent of global GDP. The
countries with the worst recent
currency issues India, Turkey,
South Africa, and Brazil together
make up seven per cent. If interest
rates stay higher despite the Fed,
which apparently is happening,
growth will disappear and any
recovery will be slow.
The QE program and its cousins in
other countries did have one effect.
Developed and emerging markets
alike did get some breathing
space. They should have all used
it to pass structural reforms. These
reforms are the only real way to
create sustainable growth. There
is a need to formulate new policies
to solve basic problems. But they
were just as complacent as the Fed
now appears to be. It was easier
to just do the same old thing.
Hopefully if confronted with a
really severe crisis they will have
no other choice, which will be the
only beneficial lasting legacy of
the Federal Reserve’s program. TGA
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Did you, as a student,
always find it hard
to comprehend why
international oil prices
fall every time dollar
appreciates or why a
jump in Purchasing
Managers’ Index in
China augurs well for rest
of the world, or why trade
deficit could be both a
good and a bad sign for
an economy in certain
scenarios, and why a rise
in fiscal deficit to fight
a slump in an economy
could not be a bad idea
at all? Or, did you always
struggle to find a more
effective and better way
to make your class grasp
these tough-sounding
Economics concepts?
Don’t worry. The help is
at hand: eduNirvana, a
When did you first think of
starting your own venture? Did
the idea strike during your days
at IIM-L/IIT-K?
PG: The idea of starting on own was
there for me for, I don’t remember,
10 years. Two themes were closed
to my heart - Access to quality
education, and access to health
care. There was a time when I was
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digital content solutions
provider, which also has
the distinction of having
created the world’s first
Economics Lab. The
start-up, which was
launched by Prashant
Gupta, an IIT-IIM alumni,
and Ashutosh Seth, an
ICFAI alumni, about
three years ago has
been busy changing the
way Economics lessons
get delivered in schools
& colleges across the
country. And now after
making rapid strides in
economics multimedia,
the start-up sets its eyes
on launching Commerce
educational softwares for
10+2 and senior classes.
dabbling with starting around telemedicine, then there was a time I
was thinking about doing something
in education. All these times, the
risk of losing the job prevented
me from jumping into the exciting
startup waters.
At IIT / IIM, yes, I had a vague feeling
that I would love to do something,
but no serious thought was given

In an exclusive interview
with The Global
ANALYST, Prashant
Gupta, MD & CEO
and Ashutosh Seth,
Co-founder and Full
Time Director, speak
about their passion for
the education sector,
the desire to make a
difference to the way
lessons are delivered in
the classroom, making
learning a fun-filled and
enjoyable experience for
students and their big
dream: changing the
education scenario in
the country. The edited
excerpts are as follows:
to it then. Taking up a job then was
my parents’ and also my priority.
Possibly that’s why I jumped onto
the start-up bandwagon much later
in my career.
Around six years back, I joined a
microfinance organization with the
objective of furthering that dream
as it offered a startup culture.
After spending some time there,
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eventually the quest of charting
something on my own took over
heavily which led to an exit and
then I met Ashutosh, who also had
the same passion for upcoming
education-software-industry, now
the co-founder of eduNirvana,
and we quickly decided to start in
education.
Since June 2010, we are working
together at eduNirvana.
Q: You just mentioned about
upcoming Education Software
Industry? What is that about?
PG:
Software
is
impacting
everything, the way we buy- e
commerce, we socialize - Facebook,
we watch videos - YouTube, we find
jobs- LinkedIn, we find addresses
- maps, and the list goes on and
on- approx 8 lakh apps are there
on android platform, and nearby
number would be there for IOS
and Windows. These apps- mini
softwares - solve some or other
problem and make our life better.
On the other hand, education is the
field where impact of software is in
a nascent stage, at least in India. In
general, the apps/softwares which
are available are basic and solve
few ground level challenges We
think if team of programmers +
designers + teachers can integrate
diverse skill sets- subject knowhow + multimedia + whole world
of programming, we can create
immense value and that would be
the software industry.
Q: You mentioned about ground
level challenges of education,
which of those you wish to solve?
AS: We wish to transform the
learning experience. As of now,
learning experience is crude for
the masses and it’s very similar
to computing experience of
the early 1970s. The problem
with contemporary educational

resources is that they engage
only left brain – analytical and
logical impulses, whereas the right
brain which is driven through
intuitiveness/imaginative impulses
is rarely engaged. Hence the
experience is unexciting and time
consuming. Our efforts are towards
creating educational resources
which are intuitive, artistic, and also
fun and entertaining. The closest
we can compare ourselves is Apple.
Q: Can you please provide some
analogy (from some existing
companies) of what you want to
become?
AS: For every learning need,
we want to create engaging and
efficient platforms which are
as useful and comprehensive
as “Windows- desktop OS”, as
intuitive as “Macintosh/iPhone” and
as collaborative as “Android/IOS”.
Q: What was behind the decision
to enter the untested area of
Commerce and Economics?
PG: There were three broad
dimensions that we debated
heatedly – one - which area within
higher education, second - where
to start and focus, third - what level
of value addition and innovation.
Will take one by one:
1. Commerce Education: We
think in the race of science and
mathematics, this section is often
neglected in our society, this is
difficult to digest, considering the
relevance it has. Almost every
company under the sun needs
commerce expertise. So we
thought a meaningful unique value
proposition can be created here.
2. Since the resources (capital)
were limited, within commerce,
we zeroed down to Economics:
Considering its relevance and its
linkages with all other courses.
3. Value addition and Innovation:

We zeroed down on 3 tracks
- Concept building through
pioneering story telling approach,
edutainment (a unique combination
of entertainment and education),
value based learning (syncing theory
with real world)
This makes it a complete package
for somebody who wishes to learn
faster, better and smarter.
Q: You mentioned Edutainment,
please brief by taking example
from your product?
AS: We asked ourselves one
simple question - How good it
will be, if somebody can take all
the boringness and dryness out of
Economics and make it a real fun,
yet deliver the practical essence,
and, most importantly, do it fast!!
The quest of finding an answer to
this question resulted in creation
of first ever 2.5 hr 3D animation
fiction movie on Economics called
Economic Jungle.
In this jungle learners will meet with
real avatars of Economics theories
+ stakeholders + perennial
economic problems and their
classical solutions.
The story revolves around basic
truth of human behavior, i.e., selfinterest, greed & fear and explains
its linkages with economy’s natural
equilibrium and disequilibrium,
i.e., booms and busts (through US
Financial Crisis 2008)
We just got literary work copyright
for this movie.
Q: Kindly describe your market
segments
PG: Well in the long run we wish
to serve everybody who wants to
learn Economics faster and better.
As of now we are able to define 3
key segments - K12 (Class XI and
XII), Degree Colleges/MBA, and
Test Prep. We are continuously
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“In the race of science and
mathematics, commerce
education is often neglected
in our society, this is difficult
to digest, considering the
relevance it has. Almost
every company under the sun
needs commerce expertise. So
we thought meaningful and
unique value proposition can
be created here.
Prashant Gupta
Cofounder, MD and CEO,
Edunirvana
exploring more segments – e.g.,
Corporate, Retail investors, etc.
Q: Kindly describe your firm’s
business track record.
PG: We are still in the exploratory
stage, as of now we are able to
figure out three, many are in
pipeline
• Institutional Sales: Teacher
License, Server-LAN lab Installation,
Student license
• Retail Sales: Individual learner
license in form of a desktop solution
and a world class online delivery
• Bundling
with
solutions like Tablets
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• We are also exploring various
other Channels: Listing ourselves
as paid app in IOS and Android,
Retail Book Shops, Online Shopping
portals, Corporate Libraries

will be huge demand for products
like Economics Lab

Q: What problems did you and
your team face during those
initial days in convincing potential
customers to shift to your learning
solutions?

PG: The growth drivers for us in
the future will be

AS: Indian customers are typically
very particular, risk averse, and
price conscious, and selling / asking
them to experiment with new
creative solution at a relatively
premium price is time consuming.
They would expect others to use
it first and to give a seal of tried
and tested. When everybody
thinks like that it’s difficult to find
early adopter and reaching critical
mass. So, educating customers
and converting their liking to a
meaningful purchase intent faster is/
and would be the biggest challenge.
We are actively working on this and
would be offering free trials to our
retail and institutional clients
Q: How did you make inroads into
a market dominated by some of
the well-known brands?
PG: Solutions which are
right now are good inspiring! There is a lot
for creating focused and
provoking solutions.

available
but not
of room
thought-

To capitalize on this opportunity,
our approach is- do it one at a time,
extreme focus on value-add and
innovation, create new standards,
and become leader. We want to
integrate – teaching expertise,
designing, multimedia, interactivity,
gaming, simulation all in one single
product
We think in mid-long term, demand
for these innovative and value
added content specific solutions
will increase dramatically and there

Q: Kindly tell us about your
market penetration strategy.

• joining hands with large
partners,
who
are
already
present in institutions and have
sales infrastructure and appetite
for absorbing value-added and
innovative solutions
• bundling
with
solutions like tablets

hardware

• Institutional chains, and Government segment
• Online sales
Q: How has the venture been funded?
Have you also invited private equity
investment in your firm?
PG: We were self-funded till May
2013. In May, we were able to
attract an angel investment from
a renowned person in the VC
industry. This should fuel us for
identifying and fixing business
model. In that timeframe, we wish
to make ourselves self-sustaining.
Post which we will concentrate on
taking next level funds to add more
products in commerce space and to
build sales infrastructure.
Q: How have your stints at the
rating agency CRISIL and then
at Infosys helped you in your
entrepreneurial journey so far?
And how different is the startup
experience?
PG: I think more maturity in
handling people, and situations
owing to having faced many
multifaceted scenarios in the 15odd year corporate stint. Also,
diversity of work – ratings, IT,
financial services, and business
development - has given me a
multi-domain ammunition.
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At the same time, I must say that
the startup in itself is a great
learning experience. There was
a time at CRISIL where I would
look at companies with, say, Rs.10
crore turnover, and say – eh, a junk
rating, too small. And now, when I
am on the other side of the table,
I have gained a lot of respect for
the ‘small’ companies – the risk,
the sweat, the positive stress that
the entrepreneurs go through! If
nothing else, this startup experience
has made me more humble, much
more all-rounded, and much more
customer sensitive as never before.
Q: A key issue faced by many
firms in the educational software
segment today is that of longer
credit period often demanded
by customers such as schools and
other training institutions. What
strategy you have adopted in
this regard? What is the nature
and duration of credit period
extended by eduNirvana to its
customers?
AS: It’s an outcome of aggressive
selling- “no brainer offering”.
We don’t share that view. We
are offering 1-year solution at
affordable rates rather than being
spread 5 years. We have taken a
conscious call to go for upfront
payment for our product sales.
Q: What are the challenges you
foresee in the future?
PG: Well there are many, but three
are coming to my mind right now:
a) Educating
customers
and
reaching the critical mass faster
b) Scaling and optimizing our R&D
approach in a price conscious and
risk averse ecosystem
c) Creating new products which
can be developed faster and can
give 10x returns in less time
Q. Where do you foresee
eduNirvana five years from now?

PG: a) Commerce Lab in all the
institutions across India
b) Compatibility with various
deployment platforms- Desktop,
Tablets, Cloud
c) Rs.50-100 crore of revenue
d) 1 Lakh retail customer
e) Acceptability in international
markets
Q. What would be your advice for
aspiring entrepreneurs?
PG: The team should have good
chemistry. In addition, I personally
feel that it’s always easy to get
distracted towards creating metoo products faster, and most
entrepreneurs generally become
victim of this trap. The problem
with this approach is that it rarely
gives your company a brand, higher
respect, long term stability and
higher valuation
AS: Entrepreneurship is a tight rope
walk, so the biggest challenge is to
balance. Few balancing patterns
that I have personally observed
and found worth sharing are Dream big, but start with niche.
Dedication in efforts, but being a
dispassionate observer. Believing,
but being practical in approaching
problems. Restlessness in action,
but patience for results. Right
brain for imagination and creativity,
left brain for nailing them down.
Perfection in pursuit, letting go
in expression. Emotions to heal
and grow, ruthlessness to curtail
inefficiencies.
Q: Do you feel that building a
strong entrepreneurial ecosystem is crucial for India if it has
to emerge as an economic super
power?
PG: Yes, surely! Strong mentoring
skills on different facets of
entrepreneurship,
strong
experiential knowledge around

“We wish to transform the
learning experience. As of now,
learning experience is crude for
the masses and it’s very similar
to computing experience of
the early 1970s. The problem
with contemporary educational
resources is that they engage
only left brain – analytical
and logical impulses, whereas
the right brain which is driven
through intuitive/imaginative
impulses is rarely engaged.”
– Ashutosh Seth,
Co-founder and Full Time Director,
EduNirvana

different domains, strong network
of angel / higher level funds, strong
infrastructure around continuing
support – all are needed in India.
Ecosystem should be resilient
and robust enough to iterate and
nurture entrepreneurial talent fast.
AS: For becoming superpower, we
need to build and commercialize
moon-shots (as Google Inc.
defines it) and that can only take
place through self-interest pursuit
of aspiring entrepreneurs. But is
India ready to nurture them - I
have my doubts! Especially VCs
and government officials need to
increase their risk taking appetite
and it will not come easily. TGA
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Test Your
Business IQ
Q.1 What does the term ‘Cisco
Citizen’ refer to?
Ans. Cisco employee volunteers.
Cisco, the global networking giant,
encourage its "Cisco Citizens" to give back to the
communities where they live, work, play and learn.

Q.2 Who is China’s richest person?
Ans. Wang Jianlin. With a net worth
of $22bn, Jianlin – also known as
real estate and hotel king - is the
richest person in China. He and
his firm Dalian Wanda Group have been busy giving final touches to their blueprint to create a world
class studio - "Qingdao Oriental Movie Metropolis" –
which is spread covering 1.5 square miles and which
could have the world’s only fixed underwater studio
– is being touted as China’s answer to Hollywood.

Q.3 Which Indian company is the world’s largest
producer of Guar Gum?
Ans. Hindustan Gum & Chemicals Ltd.
Guar Gum also emerged as the largest item of agriculture export, ahead of Basmati, in 2012-13, and
also in 2011-12. India, which is the largest producer
of Guar Gum, on average, produces 1-1.5 million
tonnes of guar annually.

Q.4 This Company has been boss-free since 1996.
It believes in working with super smart, super
talented colleagues in a free-wheeling, innovative
environment—no bosses, no middle management,
no bureaucracy. Just highly motivated peers coming
together to make cool stuff.
In addition to creating several of the world’s most
award-winning games, the Company is also a developer of leading-edge technologies including the
Source® game engine and Steam®, the premier online gaming platform.

Identify this Company.
Ans. The Bellevue, Washington-headquartered Valve Corporation.
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Q.5 This Company recently
became the 21st acquisition by
Marissa Mayer, Yahoo’s CEO. Its
web browser, launched in 2010,
integrated
social
networking
features directly within the browser, allowing users
to send Facebook messages and browse Twitter
postings. The acquisition is seen as yet another
attempt by Yahoo to strengthen its position in the
fast growing mobile and social networking space.
Name this Company.
Ans. Rockmelt.

Q.6 What is Formula E?
Ans. The new all-electric grand prix.
According to The Economist,
Formula E, the brainchild of the
Fédération Internationale de
l’Automobile (FIA), the ruling
body of F1, is expected to help
boost the performance of electric vehicles, just as
FIA’s premier race series has helped drive innovation in the engines, brakes, suspension and aerodynamics of everyday cars.

Q.7 Who wrote the 1960 book, “The Human Side
of Enterprise”?
Ans. Douglas McGregor, a professor
of management at MIT Sloan School
of Management. He also taught at
the Indian Institute of Management
Calcutta. According to Wikipedia,
The Human Side of Enterprise expounds an approach of creating an
environment within which employees are motivated
via authoritative, direction and control or integration and self-control, which he called theory X and
theory Y, respectively.

Q.8 Denmark played an active role in the
development of the ISO 26000 Guidance
on social responsibility. The final draft
of the guidance was prepared at an
international meeting in Copenhagen
in 2010 and was published later in the same year.
What is ISO 26000 about?
Ans. ISO 26000 provides guidance on how businesses and organizations can operate in a socially
responsible way. This means acting in an ethical and
transparent way that contributes to the health and
welfare of society.
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